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INTRODUCTIQN -

These asiignments relath -science to the field of Stationary Engineering. The'
4 lessons are brief, but they include a widg range of activities in which science is'applied to

trade, activities. A specific class orostddent may, not be able to study all of'the lessons:
the instructor.rnay wish to select only certain lessons, from the Wide range of lessons

-presented.. ach lesion involues concrete trade experiences whey science is applied.

\.Mathematics is also needed as science is applied. The following lessons
invOlve mathematkal problems usedin the thspective trade areas:

;\

\

II-A-1-Mi Pressure Problems
1I-A-1-M2 Preswe Conversion Problems
II-A-1-M3 Work and PoWer Problems
II-B-1-M1 Factor of Evaporation Pr'oblems
II-B-1-M2 Rated and Developed Horsepower Problems
II-C-1-M1 TemperAture and'Mechanical Equivalent Conversions
II-D-1-M1 Solving Pressure-Temperature-Volume Problems_
II-D-2-M1 Solving Pressure-Temperatdre Relationship Problemg
II-D-3-M1 Steam Tables (Interpolation)

, IV-A-2-M1 Total Force Calculations -
IV-D-2-M1 Steam Pressure Gage Correction
V-B-1-M1 Review of Fuel Oil Measurement
V-B-1-M2 Fuel Oil Temperature Correction
V-C-1-M1 -Draft Produced by a Chimney
VI-B-1441, Efficiency of Open Feed-Watet Heaters,
VI-E-1-M1 Developed Total Forte ,

VI-E-1-M2 Reciprocating Pump. Capacity.
VI-E-2-M1 Centrifugal Pump Head

- 1:Expansion_ofTipAines

, .

VII-D4-M1,.
VIII-B-1-M1

ym-B12-m1

XI-B-1-M1

XIII-B-1-M1

EffiCiency of Steam'and Exhaust Separators
Conversion of:Specific Gravity to
B.t.u.Conient Per $und of FUel Oil
DuLong'sFoririula
Excess Air Caleulations
Draft Pressure COnversions
Air Compressor Capacity



industrial Safety Assignnient 1-A 1
As,

011MM-tr.- ,

B e able to recognize industrial safety practices and procedures.

AIDS:

vi/

1. Any articles on OSHA.
2. Any niagazines On industrial safety.

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss management's interest in safety.
2. Explaip h.ow accidents cost money.
3. Discuss (.4SHA and why it was formed.
4. Discuts some of the magazine ardcles on industrial safety.

SUMMARIZE:
1. OSHA,and its objectives
2. 'Need for safety consepus: workersL--;

TESTING:
5 1

1. Was OSHA" fdrrned to protect management or labor?

ASSIGNMENT:
Con; le e Assignment 1-A-1 in Related Science, Manual72.

,



Fite Prevention

.OBJ EaTVES:
1.. Be able 'to protect your' job from fire.
2. Be able to organize a first aid fire brigade:

Assignment 1-A-2

AIDS:

1. Training Your Fire Brigad4, Walter Kidde Co.
.2., Sample of quick4deritification labels. ,

PROCEDURE:
. .

1. Discuss how plant.fire protection is also your own personal protection:,
2. Discuss 3 classes of fires ancl-new class D typeof fire.

Explain dangers in.rolved with using the wrong type of fire extinguisher.
_ 4. Discuss importance of a plant fire brigade.'

5. Discuss any plant exikrience you haVe had with fire prevention.

SUMMARIZE:

1. A little training can save lives.

TESTING:
1. Describe:

a. Class A fires
b. Class B fires
c. Class C fires
d. Class D fires

, PROCEDURE:
.$ Complete Assignment 1-A-24A Related Science Manual-2.:.



gfriousekeeping Assignment. 1;A-

,

------- --:-.- ------,---' 0 B.J ECTI V Er-- =, -. -----;--- -.-:.

., r. 1,. pie, able to. describe why good housekeeping is important to safety,.\ . ,

'AIDS:

17Any neWspaper or magazine articlWon.industrial fires. that *ere. caused by
poor housekeeping prictices.

.
PROCEDURE:

T., 1. Discuss whatlis.meant by spontaneous combustion.
2. Discuss danger of oil spillz:
3.. Define:.

a. Flash point
b. Fire pOint
c. 'Volatile liquid

SUMMARIZE: .

1. Good housekeeping requires good 'habits.

o TESTING: ..

I.,. Which is higher in temperatufe .fire point or flash point.

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 1-A-3-1A Related Science Manual-2.-

NW.



Engineerrng Department Respo bi ty Assignment 1-B-1

,
,i,,t,,OBJECTIVE: . -

I
Vs-:;. . ; .

1. Be able t6 describe the 1 _'rganizatiod eliart of ari Engineering Departmthit.:, (
1 ,.

. AIDS: - 1

k- .

Organization chart
. .

'Rules and.Regulatiensi M chanical. Inspection Bureau

.Plk:OCEdURE:
1. Discuss chain of command.
2.. Discuss each man's reiponsibility

4.,
3. 'Discuss MechatiicarInsPiction BUreau requirement of the required license tO

be.chief.
. Stress importance of 4ginger1ng 'Departm nt and how plant is dead if it

goes down.

SUMMARIZE:-

1. Engineering Department 4heart of plant

TESTING:
1. .Do you thMk it is necessary to require a higher grade license as chief in

larger plants?

ASSIGNMENT:

"ComPlete Assigngent,).-B-1 in 'Related Science Manual 2.

1 3'



Pressure L Work

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to define the term pressure and the units that Ice used to express,it.
2. Be able to define the term wOrk and the units that art -tmA'P'd to express it.

Be able to define the term power and the units that are used to-express it..

AIDS:
1. ''-'1Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
1. Define force and explain" that forces can act in anY direciion.
2. Define area and show liOw to 'find the -area of a,circle arid rectangle.
3. Then combine force with area to give fotce per, unit of area or pre re.

Show how the units of force (pounds) and the ,units of area (squ&re _inches)
when combined to give pressure are pounds per square inch of P.S.I.

-Explain gage and absolute pressures. Show hoW it is designated.P.S.I.G. or
P.S.I.A. Make a comparison of them.

. With the use of the blackboard, show eforce pulling an:object. Explain that
work-will be done if the object is moved by the applied,fo
Show li`Ow to calculate the amount of wciik done by.find4 the product of
the force and the distance'that)the object was moved!:
Explain how the product of unto of force (P?unds) and un
(feet) equals- foot-pounds.
Defme work and introduce a time factor. Buila
work or power.

10. Explain the units that are used for wo
minutes).
Explain that power is ajate of doing work.
tlit it is a definite amount of work per unit of ti

11. sepower and show

SUMMARIZE:
1. Force-area to pressure.. Units of pressure (pounds,per square inch).
2. Relationship ,of force, distance, and work and the \units used to

work (foot pounds).
3. Relationship of work, time,power, and'horsepower, and also the units that

express each.

.

measure

TESTING: 4 '

1. What is force?

3. How clo' force and,area combine to give pressure?



4. ;Define gage and absolute preSsure..
5. ,- How is .force and'distance measured in relation to work?
6.: HoW is work that is.done'measured?.
7. Define work, time, power; and hbrsepowel./
8. What,does wcirk per unit Of-time refer td?
9. How ma4 fOot-pands per miritute eqia.two horsepower?



.
:. Pres Stire Work Power:

OBJECTIYES::.

Assignments:'2-A-1-M1-.'
2,A-1,-M2
2A-1-M3

1. Be able tO use the pressure-forte-area relationship in problem solving.
. Be able to use the pre'ssure conversion factors.
. Be able to solve problerni involving work.

Be able to solve problems involving power.

Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain the _relationship of pressure - force and area.

the basic formula = :and show how to transpo'se for force an
area. Use ths.examples from the studen't manual.
State the conversion factors:
a. One vertical foot of.water = .433 p.s.i.
b. One'inch of mercury = .491
c. Absolute pressure = gage +14.7

. .

Show 'and explain how to use the above in problem solving Ue exaMples
from thwtudent's manual.
Explain 'Row work involves -both force
for work are foot pounds.Solve ex
Explain that power* the rate of d
Explain how to .salfrfor horsepOiker
student manual.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Pressure Force Area relationship

. Pressure conversion factors
Solving problems involving work .

Solving p,roblems involving power.
3.

TESTING:
1.

2.

3.

4.

and distance. Explain. how thd units
roblems from the student manual.

w Fxd Ft. lbs.rk. P = =
, and 'do eample problems from the

What is die formula for pressure, force, and area?.
What are the pressure conversion. factors?
Why is it necessary to move a weight,a distance to o ork?
How does poWer. differ frow work?

WO

Complete Assignments 2-A-1-M1, 2-A-1-M2, and 2-A-1-M3 in RiTated Science
Manual-2.



Boiler Horsepower Ratings

()BJECTIVE:
; 1. Be able tO calculte be.h the o(d and neW.Methods of determinirvboiler

horsepower:

Assignment 2-B;11

AIDS:

1; Blackboard -,

PROCED6RE: .
.

1. Explain the_necessity of 'having a methttd for rating steam boilers.
.2. EXplain the, old meitiod.of,10, 12, and 14-...square feet of heating

boiler horsepower. /

. Slipw and, explain 'the t.,neymethod of 34.5:Pounds of-water into-
arrd at .212°F. per bOilerillO sepoWer. .

Expliin what tb` Iacto of eyaporatfori is and:how it can be:Useds,,
de%;eloped boge,rlicael3OWer.

.

. Sett up an44O1 4..41.1.bOiler---horsenower ProbleM using the
. .74 NEvaporationel

SUMMARI4E:
. i ... 1. Heating,surfac r boiler horsepower. ..,

2. 34.5 pounds ,ater from and at 212°F.
...; 1-

. Factor of sty' a ation

. Boiler' hOrseng er problerniolving
.i,

t i ..,
TESTING:

1.
'

What. is, a bpoiler horsepower?
2. How ,

,mai4B.t.u. s are _needed to chapge bne
, ,

212°F? ,, ,

3: Whai. is'ti;e FaCtor of Eva:piration?

ASSIGNMhT.:
CoMpleite Asi''signment 2-B-1 tn the Related Science Manual-2.

i

L.

Surface per

steain from

tO find 'fire

Factor''o

pound of water to Steam



,Factor of Evaporation

1

OBJECTIVE:

Be able to find the Factor of Evap6ration of a boiler.

AIDS:
. Blackboard

'PROCEDURE:.

Explain.syhy we need to.know the Factor ofEvaporation.
Show and explAn.the formula ror fmdingithWfactor of Evaporation.

..U.s.77.(TFw '32)Factor of Evaporation = -970.3
3. Explain ea'Ch term id the equation and hOw tO determine each.

Set up and solve the-ie.tWo problems.

Assignme

SUMMARIZE:
4. 1. Form

2. How to s
3; IiimiSrtan

St. Press.

,

200. .21189.4'. 60.

'terms

of a .orrect answer ."f
,

TESTIk: '-

1. What is the F tor .of Evapoiatiaff
2. Flow do A And it? - -.
3. Wkere.can çe use..it?.

.

_-

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete.Assignment the,Related Science Man
-c-`14:- , .

-

4._

A

,



cit

Rated and Deve lope Boiler Horieyower Assignment 2-B-1-M2

-OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to find the d horsepOwer of a boiler.

. Be able to fmd the r:le elOped hOrsepower of a boiler.

AIDS:

1. Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
1. Defme a boiler horsepower, and explain the difference between a rated tan a

developed boiler horsepOwer.
ShoW and explain the formula

B:H.p. ,Pounds7of3s4te.5ath per hour

3. Solve,a saMple problem using the above formula fot rated hOrsepower.
4. Show and explain thp .fOrmula

"1/4 Ws Fact. of,Evap.B.H.P.' 34.5

two sample problems using the above form a
o,1-rPorsepbwer.

6. ShOw 'and explain the formula. '.

B.Ffel). Wq (IismFv1+32),33,475

eVeloped

Note: ow hoyi it' is ,derivek frotn thcFactor of Evaporation
7. Solve two sample problems usg the above, fotmula for developed boiler

hOrsepower.

SUMMARIZE: t. , <
1. Expain e`a.ch forMula and how Co 'substittite in them.

TESTING:
1. .Define boiler horse wer.
2. What is,th equatio for finding rated horsepower?
3. What is the, uati for finding developed horsepoWer?

.

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 27B-1-M2 in the Related Science Manual-2.

19
10

_
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Heat: Basic.Review of Terms and Theory,

OBJECTIVES:
1. Ae able tO define heat. ..

2. Be. able to defme latentoheat; sensible heat, latent heat of fusion, and latent "

'h'eat ofleVaporation. /
43. Beable:to describe how heat is measurecl'and transmitted,.

Assignment 2-C-1

1. Blackard
,

PROCEDURE'
.,.-1. Explain -44.heat is a form of kinetic energy -due to the mcalecular mono

Within the substance. .,''''.
cplain the three states of matter and the effect .of heat

removed from a substance.
,&Plain that the intensity of heat can bemeas

that it does ni-.4' tell you the amount.'of 1 ''i 4 S';'' ""

withiia-therinometer, but
tance only the .-

used to measure the

,intensity.
.

Define the Bri;tisii thermal un
-

heat contbt o substance, ,

ShOw and exp I., wi-th the
_e -5,S

.. latent heat.
;",;-.,, ,-Explain that nea nor from a high

Explain the three ,irnethods of hea
. . ,

.4 _method.. ,, .

8. Show and exPlain tb rrieclanica) uivalent of heat.
9. - Show how to conveit from it.u.'s to ft. lbs. and ft. lbs. to .B.t.0

temperature area.
smission. Give an exainple pf each

SUMMARIZE::-
seat
TY#pes of.heat

Measurement of heat
TransMissibn, of heat

TESTING:,
What form of energy is,heat?'Why?

. What are ihiihre`e states matter?
3

31 Eieplainiritensity...of heat Cornpareil with clUality of heat.,
What-is 'meant by latent, heat, sensible heat, and laitnt heat ofeitaporation,
and latent:heat of' fusion,.

5. _What are the 'three iiiethods :of transfer?. Explain 'each meihod.
,

'ASSIGNMENT:

COmplete Assignment 2-C-1 iri.the Related Science Manual-2.



Temperature and Mechanical. ]Wuivajent,Conversions

,

1.'t Be 'able to- cOnvert Fahrenheit, Centigrade, and Ran little ,temperatures from
pne scale another.-

d

.2. Be able to onvert B.t.u.'s tO foot-pounds and foot-pounds to horsepower:
'

1

e-

plain :the'neCessity Of being able to cónyert from one temeerature
other. .

how and 'explain-how to ute the formulaitto change o °C
°F - 32

= 1.8

nvert 140°F and 212dF to centigrade. -'
hoW and explain how to change to ?F

°F = .(PC X 1.8). -17 32
Convert.6000 and 100°C to Fahrenheit.
Show7and,eiplain how to-change °F °Rankine.

s°R = + 460
vert 212°F.thid 120°Ftol Rankine

and explain hoW to changt.1:.?R to °
- °F °R 460.

Onvert 672°R and 580°R to Fahrenheit.
Exp1ain . that heat en can onverted mt

.5:mechanical equivalent o heat, ancl s how to
fot -pounds and -pounds to B.t.u.'t:

ot pounds = X.778
Convert 100 B.t.u.'s and 1200 B..,t.u.'s to foot-pounds

Focit-poundsB.t.u.'s =
4? , 7t78

Convert 1'0,000 ft. lbs.-and 15,'000 ft. lbs. to B.t.u.'s.
0

SUMMARIZE;
1. Converting from °F to °C.
2. Converting from °C.,o_to °F

3. Converting from °F to °R
4. Converring from.°R'to °F
5. Cohverting from B.t.u.'s to Ft. lbs.
6. Converting fronFt. lbs. to B.t.u.'s

TESTING:
- 1. Give a sanIple problem of each conversion.

ASSIGNMENT:

CoMplete Assignment 2-C-1-Ml. in the Related Science Manual-2:



Steam Formation and 'Circulation

1. .Be able to describe h-Ow steam formt in firetube and Watertube boilers
2. Be 'able to' describe hoW the steam and-Water. circulates'in,firetube' and, .

watertube boilers.

1.. Blackboard7

PROCEDURE:
.1. . ShoW.how the steam forms, and how steam and water

drum.
2. Explain the cycle:

-a. Flow of water to heated areas
b. Flow of steam and heated water to upper areas
.c. .Release of steain

. Show and *explain the effect of adding 'heating surface on steam
and,cirgulation M the simple drum.

4. 'Define heating. surface:
5. Show and explain.how the steam forms, and how circplation is established in

simp e watertu e ircuit. , -

6. ShOw and explain the steam formation and the circulation in #Babcock and
-Wilcox boiler (straight tubes, front and rear header, cross drum).

7. Explain steam formation and circulation in, a bent tube multi-drum boiler...-,

SUMMARIZE:
1. Steam forrnation'and the circulation in:

a.' Simple drum.
b. With addition of heating surface
c. Simple witer tube circuit.
d. B.,& W. boiler (straight tube)

Bent tube Multi:drum

TESTING:.

1. *now is steam formed and circulation esitablished in the following:
Simple drum boiler

b. Simple ckum boiler'with more heating surface
c. Simple watertube circuit.'

B N..,...graiglit=tube.4iii1er__,__
e. Bept tube, multi-chum

ASSIGNMENT:, '10

Complete Assignment 2-Ci2 in the Related Science Ma-nual,2.,



Saturated and Superheated Stearn Assignment 2-C-3

1. Be able to describe the projerties 6f saturated hnd superheated steam.

OBJECTIVE:

AIDS:

1. Blackboard
.

2. Chart Of steam tables

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain boiling point and the effect that pressure has on the bdiling 'point,
2. Define saturated steam:
3. Explain the terms, dry saturated and wet saturated.
4. I5efine quality of steam,,or the dryness factor.
5. Explainrhow rtr find tne total neat in one pound of saturated steam.
6. eEiie superheated steam.

w how to fmcl,the degree of supirheat.
to fmd the-total heat in one poundtof superheated steain.

SUMMAMZE1

Boiling, point

aturated.steam (quality)
AtiiSerheated steam

4. Total heat

TESTING:
41 1 . Define bdiling point ola liquid:

2. What is saturated steam?
3. What is superheated steam?
4. How can we determine the quality of saturated steam?
5. How can we fmd the total heat in v. pound of steam?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete-Assignment 2-C-3 in the Related Science Manual
* -

2 3
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Assignment 243-1

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be -able to apply Charles' Laws.
2. Be able to apply Boyle's .Law:

Blackboard

I 1. Show and explain, with the use
anges with temperature when the

Sh w and explain; With the use
ch ges with emperature when the

of-. a sketch, how the volume of a gas
pressure is held constant .

of a sketch, hbw the pressure of a
voltime is held Constant.

Sho and ex ain the following equations:

T1 T2

PI P2
-** T2

Explain thk units that are used fo express pressure,temperature, and
Pressure p.s.i.a.,
Vdlume cu. ft.
Temperature R ( F 9)

5. Show and exain, with the -use of a sketch, how the
with pressure when the temperature is held constant. .

6., Show and explain the.following equations:

voltm*

P1

7, Show that by combining the above laws you can deriVe the
equation..

PI /11 P2 v2
T 7 T2

The pressure is in pounds per square inch absolute.
The volume is in cubic feq.
The temperature is in degrees Rankine or (degrees Fahrenheit plus 460).

following



SUMMARI2E: r
1.c.- essure-Temperature-Volume relationship of gases.
2! How to use each equation/ .

V2
.T1 T2

; TESTING :

1. If Abe pressure on a gas is held constant, how does the volume change with.'
temperature?
With a constant volume process, how -would the
temperature?
If the temperature 'is held constant, how will ihe
pressure is changed?
Explain the following equations:

V2
T1 T2 Ti T2

5. What units are used for the above equations?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 2-1)-1 in Related Science Mahua1-2.

,

2 5



. Pressure-TemperatureNOluthe Assignment 2-D-1-M1

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able to solve, pressure-temperature-volume problems using the General Ga,s.

4 ' Law.

AIDS:

'Blackboard
Charts

PROCEDUItE:
1. Explain that if the pres*sUre-on a gas is kept Constant,-

proportionally with its 'temperature .

.!" oW,to use ..the abOVe equation. Use:
:

lurne will phange

,

= id 'Cti. -ft V2 12 cit. ft.
= 90°F T2 20F r

. .EXplain , that if "ihe volume, on. 4. gas is kept constant, its preSsure would
change iproportionally wick its-,',iemperaffite:

TLL
1.1. TT2

,.
. Show how,lo use the above eqtiation. Use:

4 =-.100 p s ia T1 = 90°F
P2 120 g.s.i.a. T2 = 200 F

15. Explain that if the temperature of a gas-ii constant, its volume will vary
inversely with its pressure.

1
P1 =

Pl V2 = P2 V2 .

6. Show how to use the above equations. Use:
3

P1 = 50 p.s.i.a. s= 210 cu. ft..
P-2 = 150 p.s.i.a. V2 7Ôcu.ft

...



-
2. 'Show that by com mmg all the above equatiOns, we will dehve the following

,neo equation:

:,x -- ,
Plift P11/1

Ti T2

h ' .
. ow ow to transpose for any unknown quantity in the above equations.

'Using the following values, set up problirs and shOW.how to solve for the
eur!known value.

.= 50 p.s.i.a. = 100 p.s.i.a.
IU cu.

Ti -= 1000°R
172

T2

= 2.5 cu. it.
500°R

SUMMARIZE:-
1. Stress-that all units..ari in absolu values.

. Transposing in the eqtjdorts
. Solvinefor, ari. unknown value

TESTING:
L..

TranspoSe.eaCh,formula to solve.for:each unknownyaluel:-
..V X T

oetc.T2

Transpose to.solve for each unknown in the formula:

Pi.14 = P2v2

. Transpose to solve for each unknown in the formula:

PoVj P A
T2

=.

ASSIGNMENT:

A4ignment 27P71,-M1 AP

2 7
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Steam Pressure-Temperature Relationship Assignment 2-D-2

1. -Be able to describe the relationship that Wists between ..team pressure an
its temperature.

1. Steam Tables

PROCEDURE:
' 1. DefIne steam. -

2. Explain that the boiling point
from the Sieam Tables.
Explain the meaning *of
temperature (705°F.).
Define superhelid steam.
Explain that water vaPor tends not to follow the gas laws.

of water changes with pressure. Give examples

critical, pressure (3206 p ) ,and critical

SUMMARIZE:
1: Pressure-temperature relationship
2. Critical pressnre and critical temperature

TESTING:
1. What ii steam (saturated and .superheated)?
2. Why does the boiling point Of-water change witkpreisnre?
3.'" What is.the criticil pressure and critical teinperattire.Of Watg?

ASSIGNMENT:
'es

Complete Assignment 2-D-2 in Itelate4cience Manual-2._

C cc cc., c.vir -swan-cc acacco-C./.... c. Cr.



Steam Pressure-Tempellture Relationship

OBJECTIVE:

Assignment 2-D-2-M1,
. .

- -1. Be able, to plot a pressure.7temperature steaM chart.
, '

AIDS:
--17. Steam Tables

. Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
-1. Explain how to set uP'd graph. Cher the "X" 'was for pressure and.the "Y"

axis for temperature.
. Show how to plot the poMts for t'he curve ike all values from the dry

saturate.d steam tables.
-3.. Show how to plot a graph fOr superheated steam. Explain how to obiain the

filial temperatures.

;

. -

1,SUMMARIZE:
1. How to set up gra.ph

Haw to plot a curve
Values to use. ,

. Whit axis-is used to'represent pressure?Temperature?
2. How-do yOli plot a curve?

How do 'you obtain tbe (7-dlues?

ASSIGNMENT:
4r: ,

Complete Assignment 2.-D:2-M1 in Related Science Manual-2.



Introduction to the Steam Tables

OBJECTIVE:-

Be-able to use the Steam Table's for.dry saturated steam.

. 1.: &team Tables

12. Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
1. Review the following terminology:

a. -Abolute?pressure and gage pressure
b. Latent heat

Laient beat of fusion
Sensible heat-
Latent heat of evaporation
Enthalpy
lain how to-use thetSteon TaMes-to find the following

emperaturp;'of iteam
Enthalpy of saturated liquid
Enthaty of evaporated steam

. ,

. Total eat in the steam . ,.

. Explain'the effect that increashig pressure has on the heat content of liquid
and vapor.
Explain criticil temperature'and critical pressure.

S6MMARIZE: _

11.11: 1. How to use Steam Tablei.
.2.: Efectofheat.changesonpressdre.

4ts,.information.

TESTING:
LI

/
.

.1, What is meant by th? terms_cri_tic_alkress_ur_e an_d_cli_ticalte_m...p.e.raturg/__,...___........,...
.

2... What values can be found in a Steam Table? -F

-13. What is the enthalpy of saturated liquid, vapor;and steam?

.

ASSIGNMENT:
1

,

Complete psignment 2-D-3 in Related Science Manual-2.

,



".,.

1. Be ablto/sIve p, blems tliing the steam rables.
Pi/ i j

"17.

.,., eA;
, , .,

. t .....

. B1kabo

,i........2_1_, ,---_____
\ ow-to tt the value of thIolIowing for 'any give9-n Tressure:

4. ,J . 1
I <11

T

Teniperatur (t)-in.°F. . -.

. . \'1'113. inthalpy lid (hi) in
)".c. Enthalp 1 poratea (nc ig) in B.t.U./m.:- . .

d. Enthalp aturated vapor,(4g) in B.r.u./lb.
. Explain how to intennolale for `ate intermediate values in the Steam, Tables*

Show an example of each probl'im in NO. 1 using 115s.P.s.i.a..as the pressure.. .

SUMMARIZE:
Is*" 1: Finding values in the Steam- Tables

2. .Examples of interpolatiOn problems.

How can you find how much heat is in the liquid; vapor, and steam of a
boiler?

Using 62 p.s.i.a. as the pressure, find:
a. Temperature of-steam
b. Heat in liquid
c. Heat in vapor
d. Total heat in steam.

s,a r"'"- ar .4 s -a ai s s ar.e.s s a

-KSSIUNMENti. . .

to -
..s

Complete AsSignment 2-D-37M1 in Related Science Manua1-2:

224-



C.

Development'of Firetube Boilers Assignment 3-A-1

OBJECTIVE: '4'.
e

1. Be able to describe how' the'firetube boiler was developed. zf-

AIDS:

Overheat projector
Transparencies,3-A-1-1 to 3-A-1-8

PkOCEDURE:

Use-,transpa`fencies-and-show how-boiler-developed.
2. .Discuss how inciteishig heating.surface was'beneficial.
3.....Disctiss the requirementi of an ideal boiler.

. Discuss advmtages and limitations of firetube boilers. Explain that it 'was
because orthese limilions that the watertnbe boiler was develoPed. r
Explain why a firetube boiler mar explode more than a watertube

SUMMARIZE:
1. AdVantages 'and limitations

pifferent fypes

r0
TESTING:

1. If you had, to ieled a boiler for a. plant that needed 500 p.s.i. and.20,000
poUnds of steam per hourivhat type of boiler woUld..you Chbose?

(
ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 3-A-1 In Related Science Mahua1-2.

.
.,

.. . .
.

.aa,e44eapor a a ar...e.r..a gra a- a--errelar...e an. a a ..c.eavrarae-a-arawr am a- ar a,aaat- a-a-arra-a- ar....e..- or-a- a ar e a
,(ei' . i .

.
,

2
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.;

T%pes and Clagiification-of Firetube Boilers

OBJECTIVE:
71 . Be able to i entiyaiitiibiboiler as to its type and classification.

'Assignnieni 3-

Overhead prioject or

2. - Transparencies 3-A-2-1 to 3-A-2-4

PtiOCEDURE:
-el. DiscUss various types of firetube boilers; use transparencies.
2. Discuss how to recognize the various types of firetube boilers
3. Explain how firetube boilers are classified.

SUMMARIZE:'
1. How to identify firetube boilers

TESTING:
. You have a choice of a vertical firetube boiler or az H.R.T. boiler. Both have

equal pressure and capacity. Which would 5rou select? Why.?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 3-A-2 in Related Science Manual-2.

,



47.1 I.

Basic Construction of Firetube-Boilers 3-A-3
,

. .
N

JECTIyE:
4,-1; Be-ahle-ro-descrihe-rhe-basic construction o tretube. oi er.?

AIDS: op ,
1. Overhead projector

. Transparencies of various types of firetube boilers, ,

PROCEDURE:
1. , Using transparencies, point out locations bf the' various stays.
2. Discuss why stays and braces are nO't needed M waterttibe boilers.

Explain why firetube boilers ire limited in size and'pressure because of their
construCtion.

SUMMARIZE:,,,13,

1. Neda for stays
2. Reason for limiting size

TESTING:
1. Do you feel that firetube boiler still has a place in industry, or should they

be replaced with watellub boilers?

ASSIGNMENT: .

CoMplete Assignment :3-A-3 in Related SCience



r!

41:Xv4opment of Watertube Boiler
"Ave

3-B-1

..QBJECTIVE:
able.to describe how the watertube boiler was developed.

e'e

41DS ;

Overhead projector
. Transparencies of Watertube'boilers -3-B-1-1 to 5-B-1-14

PB.QCEDURE
1. Discuss how_l_firettibeexplosions__were_instrumentaLin_the_development_of

watertube boilers.
Using transparencies, point out how each
safety awl economy.

. DisczwNwhy there' is
ube boiler.

SUMMARIZ .
1. Watertube boiler development due to safety

_TESTI

*".
less chance

change was brought about for

boiler explosion when using

are firetube boilers considered more dangerous than watertube boilers
4.

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete As ignment 3-B-1 in Related SCience Manual .

=1.!

.. . . - -.



-414
Types and ClassifIcation of Watertube Boilers. Assignment 3-B-2

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able to identify a watertube boiler according to its type and classifi atiOn.

AIDS:
Overheaikrojector

. Transparencies of various types of watertube boilers..

PROCEDURE:
1. Show vertical and inclined tubeboilers with ri-verheadViojecior. Discuss tiibe

arrangement. A
. .

Show a single-drum, three-pass 'boiler. Point out the parts. E;riefly show the
path cif water and the flow' of gases.

-
Show a multi-arum boiler. Point' oUt the Briefly show the path of the
water and-the flow of gases.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Difference between straight tube ,and bent tube boiler.
2. Difference between single- and multi-d boiler.

TESTING:
. . ,

1. Why do we have so many different types of Watertube boilers?
2. Why not just perfect one watertube boiler?

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 3-B4 in Related Science Manual-2.

27
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Basic Qmstruction of Watertube Boilers

OBJECTIVE:
1, Be able to describe the basic construction of a waterttibe boiler.

Assignment 3-B-3

.1z4.reDS:

1. A.S.M,E. Code, Section I and Section V

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss A.S.M.E. Code, Section I on general requirements of power boilers.
2. Explain purpose of the A.S.M.E. Code on Safety.
3. Discuss A.S.M.E. Code, Sectibp V on low-pressure boilers.
4. Compare the two . codes to show -how requirements

ternperature and pressures.
. Discuss -stress inboiler construction and how expansion and contraction

taken care of.

will vary with

SUMMARIZE:
1. Reasons for Code
2. Reasons for Seetion I and Section V

is

TESTING: .

1. Why can't one- section of 'the code be used for both high- and low-pressure
boilers'?

ASSIGNMENT:

Q./

Complete Assignment 3-B-3 in Related Science Manual-2.

37
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Rules and Regulations offthe MechanicatInspection

OBJECTIV:
-1. Be able to apply, td the New Jersey Mechanical Inspection Bureau's Rules

and Regulations as they apply to boilers, \

Assignment 1-C-1

AIDS:
1. N.J. Mechanical.Inspection Bureau's-Rules and Regulations

PROCEDUREC

1. Discusr-reaszn far NJ. Me-choricatimptratiorribreatt-Stress-safety.
2. Discuss type of equipment requiring a licensed operator.
3. Discuss boiler inspection, boiler numbers, boiler stampMgs, .,ind boiler

'certificates.

SUMMARIZE:

1. Need for the N. J. Mechariical Inspection Bureau

TESTING:
1. Where is the state registration number found, and' how is it disPlayed?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complite Assignment 3-C-1 in Related" Science Mdri

, 241 ?



; . OP

eisure Vessels J

OBJE IVE:

Assignment 3-D-1

---1:Be-able-to-apply-rules-covered-in A.SACEi-Code-,-Section-l-on

AIDS:

A.S.M.E. Code, Sections I, IV, yI, VII

PROCEDURE:.

Discuss and name thell sections covered in the Code.
1 Stress-hill:lona/we ofbeinriamihar with StThons I, INT, Vi, and ViI.
3. Demonstrate holgrt to use Section rof Code ,to find the type of material for

boilers with sp&ific pressures.

SUMMARIZE:

1. Nee,ii for being familiar With Code and its jurisdictional limits.

TESTING:
1. Why do material specifications change as pressures increase?

ASSIGNMENT:,

CoMplete Assignment 3-D-1 in Related SCience Manual-2.

c

3 9
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Safett..y Valves: Xypes, PurpOse.and Location Assignment -A-1

0,BJECTIVE:
1. Be able to describe Ihe types, purpose, and loCation of safety valves:-

I ,

AIDS:
1. Blackboatd

PROCEDURE:
1. Using blackboard, show where safety valve would be found on boiler.
2. Discusswhysafet-y---valveshouldbeconnected- as close- as possibl-e-withrio

interipning valves.
3. Explain why the safety valve is considered the most irriportant valve on the

boiler.

Explain what causes a boiler explosion and how the safety valve protects the
boiler.

5. Discuss blowback or blowdown of a safety valve, and why it is ntecessary.

SUMMARIZt:
1. Why safety valve is rn)sst important valve on boiler
2. Location of safety valve

TESTING:
1. What type of valve is allowed between the safety valve.and4be boiler?

PROCEDURE:

Complete Assignment- 4-A-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

,410
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Safety Valve Construction and A.S.M.E.Code Assignment 4-A-2

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be-able to describe how a safety valve is constiucted.
2. Be able to test some of the Code requirements for safety valves.

1. hverhead projector,
2. Transparencies 4-A-2-1, 4-A-2-2, and 4-A-21-3

PROC4DURE:
I. Use transpatency 4-A-2-Z to explain parts of safety valve.
2. Use traniparency 4-A-2-,-1 to explain Why safety valve will pop open.
3. Discuss why*safety valve should Pop open.
4. Disctils Codb requirements on number and capacity of safety valves.
5. Discuss who can'adjust,and vitko.O.n tepair..safety valves.

SUMMARIZE:

1. ,Why safeties pop.
Why restrictions are made on adjustment anck repair of safety valves.

TESTING:
:-

1. When is more than ons'safety valve required on a steam boiler?

, ASSIGNMENT:.
Complete Assignment 4.-A-2 in Related Science Manual-2,



Safety Valves: total Foice Calculations Assignni.ent 4-A-2-M1

OBJECTIVES:
.1. *Be able to find total upward force on a safety valve. .

2. Be able to transpose and fmd either ttie diameter oi the safety valve or the
popping pressure.

AIDS:
Blackboard:

PROCEDURE: .

Sotve pidilein on blickbOard: finding "total upward force'on safetY valve
2. Using, formula for total force,'.shoW ,how to transpose and develop for

for diameter/and popping pressure.
Solve sairiPle viOblems.
Review square root problems,if neCessary.

SUMMARIZE:
1. .Basic forinula
2. HOW tO aranspOSO

-

TESTING: .
1. Have class use bug formula and develop the formula for popping pressure

'and diameter.

Complete Assignment 4-A-2-M1 in Related Science Manual-2.

,.
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Bottom Blowdown Valves: Tpes,losation and Purpose

dBJECTIVES: .

1.. Be able to desitibe the types of blowdown
Be able to iodate 'ancl'cleseribe the-purpose Of blowdown valVes.
Be''Able to,blow down a boiler using thi bottOm blOwdown valVes.

,

. Blackbuard

T ,

PROCEDURE:
1.. Show 'With a Sketch where the, blOwdown lines are located on firetube an

watertube boilers.
Discuss four reisons fo3lowing.down a boiler.

. -Discuss iodation of 'quick-dlOSing and screw-type valves.-
4. Discuss how to blowdown a boiler and the precautions to take.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Why blowdown valves are needed.

. .
2.' Reason for proper handling

TE§TINP:
1. 'Why sbOul4 you never walk away from an open blowdown



Construction and Code Requirements of liottom Bloikdown -Valves Assignment 4-B-2
.).

OBJ ECTIVES:
1. Be able to

valves.
. B able. to

AIDS:

explain why there' are construCtion requirements for blowdown

P?

list some of the Code requirements for bottom blowdown valves.

. Blackboard

A.S.M.E. Code, Sections I ancit,V1I

PROCEDUALE:

1 Explain how blowoff lines and valves are subjected to full boiler temperature
and pressure without a warmup period.

2. DiscUss Why lines must be protecXed against heat, corrosion; or freezing.
3 Eplain why maximum and minimum sfres for kes are stipulated,

. Discuss when extra heavy piping is nee,ded.

. Discuss maintenance and safety requirements M handling blowoff valVss.

.SUMMARIZE:
1. Care in handling

Safety requirements

TESTING: e
I lty is it important to qlose and tag out blowdown valves before entering

the steam ancfwater diunimf boil&

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 4-B-2 in Related Science Manual-2.

^,
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OBJECTIVE3)

1. Be able to describe the construction of a water column and how it wor s.

1. Overhead projector
2. Transparency 4-C-1-1

PROCEDURE:
. 1. Using transparencY;, discuss the .construction

purpose of,the.gage glss and try cocks.
Puipose of, highilOw ii4ter alarm.
Reason for:sediment chamber. .

Need for freque4.blOwirig.down of waier column
Reading on gage glass with top line clOsed or clogged;..with
closed- or c1o!4:ed.

How to renew:a broken gage glass with boiler under pressure,
7. What Size to cut glass.
8. Reason for keeping gage glass nuts from clearing.,
9. Cautions to folloW while working on gl.s1 under pres1re.

bottom line

SUMMARIZE:
1. Reading on glass with top or hoitom lines closed'or clogged.

TESTING:
-1. Hb-W-TO replace a broken gre eats buter under-pressure.

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 4-C-1 in Related Science Manual-.-2.

4 5
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Water Column: Location and Co e

OBJECTIVES: . -
1. Be able to locate the water column.

Be able to describe Code requirements on

. Overhead projector
. Transparencies 47C-2-1, 4-C-2*. and 4-C-2-3

PROCEDURE:,,
1. Using transparencies, point out the location

'gage glass. .

2. Stress importance of knowing that column is at its-proper locatiOn and how
to check it to make sure.
Discuss danger of too high or too low a setting.
Discuss reason for minimum pipe size connecting columnto bOiler.
Briefly discuss material specifications re: different pressures. ill

Discuss COde reqdirements re: valves on lines connecting column to boiler.
Explain, why cross fittings are .use

SUMMARIZE:'
1. Priotrilocation of water column

° o a' 2.- How to check water column

of *theiwater column and the !

!A, 1. What is the danger of an impropetly located water column'?

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 4-C-2 in Related Science Manual-2.

4 6
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Steam Gagesi ReiieW

B Ch VE

'Assionment 4-D-1

, 1 Be able to entify the various types Of steani-gages."
2.':.1Be able to %cam and to deScribe th4:purpose of steam ga&es.

AIDS:
;

. Overhead projector .

. -Transiiarencies of steam gages and gage faces showMg possible ranges.

PROCEDURE;
1.: Using tifansParencies,-`point 'out ranges and graduations.
2. Explain. range 'requirements
3. Di.scuss compound gage,
4. .Explaain need for siphon 'and

a+

.BodOn tube.

SUMMARIZE:
.

1. Purpose, lot1on, and'calibration of steam pressure gage.

.2 s

ESTING:
.

What.cloes p S 1 g and ps.i.a. mean?

why gage :must be tested if live steam enters
+ I

ASSIGNMENT:
' Coinplece Assignment 4-D-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

a'
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Steam Pressure Gages: Cali tion and Range Assignment 4-D-2

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able td describe the Code requirements for steam pressure gages:

AIDS: ,

1. Oterhead projector
2. Transparency showing internal parts of pressure gage
3. Transparency showing suggested piping.

PROCEDURE:
1. Using tra parency, br fly discuss wo ing parts' of presiore gage.
2. bfsciiss and how Burcton tube is rotected.-
3. Using tran4arency of suggested pressure gage hookup, explain why lever

type valves are used. 1
,

. Discuss reason' for inspector test 'Cock conneCtiOn.
5. , Discuss .why minimum sizes:are required.for gage corredtions..-

Reason for pressure gage range

SUMMARIZE:
1. Location "of gage
2. Protection of gage
3. Range requirements .

TESTING:
1. , Why ,must gage range be twice, but. not less than 11/2 times

Popping pressure?

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 4-D-2 in Related Science Manual-2.

the- Safety

4 8
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Steam Pressure G e orrection Assi nment 4-D-2-M1

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to explain why steam gages have to be corrected.
2.- Be abl 'to correct a steam gage.

`AIDS:

1. Blac board

PR EDURE:
1. 11.,view Code requirements on gage location.
2. Discuss .433 poUnds pres;ure Per vertical foot of water.
3 ztplain how to obtain the .433. .

cusi how to find the reciprOcal of a number.,,
Do sample problem. -'

U AR, ZE:
..433 pounds pressure per vertical foOt

TESTING:
:4

r. Solve sample,problern

ASSI NMENT:
Complete Assignment 4-D-2-M1 in Related Science Manual-:-2.

4 9
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Internal Feed Line.
I

I

Assignment 4-E-1

OBJECTIVE§!..,

able to describe what an internal feed line is.
Be able to explain why internal feed lines are necessary.

AIDS:

Overhead projector
Transparency 4-E4-1
Transparency of firetube and watertube boilers that show internal feed line

PROCEDURE:
1. Using overhead projector,--show location of internal feed lines in both

firetube and waieitube boilers.
2. (Explain reason for needing internal feed.
3. Discuss What.is Meant by thermal shock.

S MMARIZE:
1. Location and need

TES,

hat do you think Would happen if incoming feedwater were allowed to
impinge on.boiler heating surface?

ASSIGNMENT: `.

Co plete Assignment 4-E-1 in Related Science Manual-2..

f
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Soot .43lowers: Function and Use

OBJECTIVES:

1.' Be able to explain. the nction of soot blowers.
2. Be able to use_sobt blo ers.

AIDS:

-1:- Overhead ProjectOr
2. Transparencies of boileii.showingisoot blower locations

PROCEDURE:
1. Using overhead transpaincies.,discuss lo'cation of,soot blowers.
2. Explain how soot is 'foined and where it isfound in firetube Or watertube-

boilets.
Discuss how efficiency i;limproved 2% to 10%.
Discusslhow stack. tempeirature increaies as 'much. as 75, after a ,day'S tun to
175°,4ft,pr.several.days of not.blowing ttibes:

p.tpper ment.
by impingement of steam.

iNti.when using soot blowers.
. 4§P* iMproper use.

ExpilOOM art
Sht;*:

ExplanF

SUMMARIZE:

1. Need for soot blowers
2. Proper prOcedure when u ing soot blowers

TESTING:
1. What will happen if soot blower elements out of proper'

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 4-F-1 in Related Science Manuaf-2.

ignmentA
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f.

Feed-Water SYstem Assignment 5-A-1

OBJECTLVE:

i,,,.i,,15p,a14e to iocateand,.,explain. the purpose of all the equipment found in a
. ' 'feed q s,wateystetair.:1:. I .

. - : 1,-.
,,,,..

1. Sketch of-arcopleie F.W. System
2. T'atispifency o, an F.W. System
3. Blaaboard

PROCEDURE: .
;(fikplain Why a feed-water system is so impOrtant.

2e/Axp1ain. 'why you need one 1.loouna of water for each imund of steam
,gener4ted.
Explain ihe danger of low water and .why a boiler eXplodes drOp in'

. pressure without acorrespOnSing drop in temperature;
Using a transparency or sketch of a cOMplete.feid-water system,.trace.water
froin the 'open feed-watek heater to each boiler..

$5. Explain the function olall equipment in-the system;
. Explain why the open heater must be vented and the dangers Of using;an

open F.W. heater.

SUMMARIZE:
,

1. Importance of kgowing every possible way of getting water to a boiler.
2. Danger of high and low water

5

3. Dangers of an,open F. W,-heater.

TESTING
1. Why are one steam and one electric pump recommergied?
2. How could you get water to a boiler if the regulator failed?
3. Name the parts:and the function of each part in'a teed-water system.

,
ASSIGN.

omplete ASsignment 5-A-1 in the Related Science Manual-2.

5 2
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,

Fuel Oil System signment 5-B-1

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be a e o locate and to explairi.the purpose of all the 'equipment found in a

No. 6 fuel oil system.,

AIDS:

. Blackboard
Transparency of filel oil .systein 5-13-111)

2,
PROCEDURE:

Usmg tran arency .show the fuel ollsystem. ,

2, Explain th-e. PurP.94e an othe location of all of'the parts in the fuel oil
system.

. .Trace-,t4Le flow through the system:
4. Explain why duplication is needed for tanks, pumps, strainers, and heaters.

. Exp,lairi how the.systern functions during normal operation.,

SUMMARIZE:
. Discus's the fuel oil systern showing:the flow of oil through the systçm

.

Stress the function of each Part in the system.

-TESTING:
1.. Whakequipment is foupd in a No.,6 fuel (?)il. sYstitn?
2.. What is the funçtion Of each part?
3. Can you operate a fuelvil system withoLu.presiure gages.and therrnometers?
4. What-isAt-important to be-able-t-o--isolate-some-equipment in L

ASSIGNMENT

Complete A-ssignment 5-B-J.-iit Related Science Manual-

53



0.

Review of Fuel Oil Mea'surement Assignment 5-B-1-M1

OBJECTIVES:.
.1. Be able to calibrate a fuel oil tank.-
2. Be able to compute fuel oil readings.
3. Be able to compute fuel oil consumption.

AIDS:

1. BlaCkboard
, Fuel oil chart'

.
PROCEDURE:

1. ExplaM,how fuel oil tanks are calibrated.

3.
,Explain that all soundings pit* be converted to inches,
Explain how to read the ruel oil chart to get gallons,

4. EXplain how1to interpOlate between values toeind haff.in,bh readings.

": 5. _Explain how to make up a chart for half inch-readings.

SUMMARIZE:
1. How to interpOlate
2. How to make a chart for half inch readMgs

TESTING:.:?
1. Srave'severl interpalition.problems
2. How Will 'your charts for half inch readingi be

ASSIGNMENT:

Coniplle Assignment 5-B-1-M1 in Related Science Manual-2.

A
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Fuel Oil Temperature Correction

1.1

OBJECtIVE:
1. Be able" to correct No.6 fuel oil to the standard' 6,0°F

AIDS:
1. Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain thilA.10. 6 0/el oil is:the major fuel used in,industry,,
2. State its B.t.u. content, andmake acompaiison With coal:

.3. ExplaM the necessity.,-of.beating No. 0 .fuel oil tO move it .through pipelines:
4. ExPlain drat nor4y No. 6 fuel oill-is,delivered to a plant 4120°F to

140°F, but you are Charged for: the number of gallons at 60°F. Tliirefore, it
is necessary to use:a cOrrection factor.

5. fihow and explain 'the following-equatiOn:

Corr: Gals = Gab Rec [1.0000 (.000345 [Temp -= 60 F.] )]

,6-i) Explain hOw to solve a problem .using the above -equation''.:in foirr simple
:steps;

7:,;: ShoAn example using 5415 gals delivered at 130°F.

SUMMARItE:
1. Correction factor equation.
2,....HoW to use the equation to find the correction faCitTr

TESTING:
1.. Have stUdentsdo a sample probleM.

ASSIGNMENT:

-Complete A siggrent 5-B4=M2'in Related .Science =

-:2
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OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe the various gas burner systems.
2.'..Be able to identify. the, parts and to. explainthe function oceaCh'part in

different gas systems.

. 'AIDS:
. Transparencies of'ead..,i system

PROCEDURE:
1. Using the overhead projector, show the lowpressure gas burner systeni.

Identify_ the parts ana explain:tne runction of each part,: ;.
Using the overhead projector, show the . high-pressure gas burner system.
Identify the parts and explain the function of each part.-

. .EXplah; where gas and air mix in eaCh burner.

. Explain the-function of the venturi tube.
Explain the purpose o the safety &ices vent lines, aUtomatic shuoff
'valves, and- sloW opening valves. -

Explain the advantages and diSadvantages of combination burners.

SUMMARIZegt,
. Discuss operation of each gas burner system.

W each transparency.

TESTINTG1,=._
.

clipes,a low-pressure gas system funcgon?
. How does a high-pressure gas system. function?

ASSIGNMENT:
enpietg e inent: 5-B-2 in Re ated. Science Manual.-

.44)i
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Natural a'nd Mechanical. Draft

OBJECTIVES:
.1. Define draft:
2. Be able to explain why it is necessary to control draft in a boiier..

Be able to' control draft in a.boiler.

Assipiment

,l. Transparencies of all sketches from Related Science Manua.1 2.4.

1. Define draft. Explain why it is necessary in'a boiler.
2. Using the transparencies, show:

a. FloW through the boiler
b. Points at which draft is controlled.
c. Pressure at various points through the boiler.
Explain the reascins Mechvical.draft.is used.'
Explain the importance of proper draft control in

i. Natural and Mechanical cliqp1t-1:4;1,
2. Why it is necessary to 'COrit'rol. dr2aft
3. -HoW to 6ontroVcItaft in a boiler/

TESTING:
1. What is natural draft?,
2. What is mechanical draft?
3. How is draft controlled in a boiler?
4. What purpose does a draft system-serve?

--ASSIGNMENT':

Complete Assigninent 5-C-1 in Related Science Manual-772.



OBJECTIVEg:
.1. Be able to write the formula that is used to determine the theoretical

amount of draft produced by a chimney.
2. Be able to,.calculate, the theoretical amount of draft produced by a chimney.

'AIDS;
1. Blackboard

41.

PROCEDURE: ,S

1 . Explain how draft is produced in a chimney,
2. Show ands.explain each term in the equation:

1. 1= .52 I-1.P.
A S

. Show two examples of hoW to fmd the theoretical draft produced by a
chiMney..
Use H 250 ft. 350 ft.

P '= 14.7 psia 14.7 p,s.i.a.
TA = 90°Fr 75°F

= 600°F 350°F

SUMMARIZE:
1. Each term in the equhtion
2. 'How to setup each problem
3. ;Use of absolute Values

TESTING
1. Solve a sample problem.

ASSIGNMENT-'

Complete Assigninent 5-C-1-M1 in Related Science Manual-2.

5 8'
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'Main and AuxiliarY Feed-Water Piping

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able tb trace every possible way of getting water into a boiler.

AIDS:

2. te able toclain what ta do in the event of low water in a boiler.

1. Transparency of feed-water lines.

PROCEDURE:
i. Explain:the necessity of maintaining.,a. normal water level. at all times.
2. Stress the danger of not k:-.)wing how to supPly-a Steaming boiler with water

-in in emergencY.
3. Explain the possible damage to a steam boiler as, the water level drops.
4. Using the transparency, explain each way of getting ,w3Ler -to t e steam

boiler.

Explain the makeup water systems and the reasons whyhey are needed.
Explain the A.S.M.E. Code on feed-water lineS.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Ways to get water to a boiler

.2. How to,handle low water.

TESTING:
.1. How many ways are there of getting water to a boiler?
2. If you were operaiing a boiler-and the witer in the gage glass dropped below

-. the bottom of the glass,.what would you do? Explain in detail. ,
9' .

*

ASSIGNMENT:
'Complete Assignment 6-A-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

,
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Feed-Water Line Valves.,

OBJECTIVES:
.

, 1. Be able to identify the types and describe the purpose of the '. valvqs. rourid
i . .

on a feed-water line...
Be able to explain the A.S.M.E. Code requirethents for feed-water line,valves.

. ,

,
; d

. PROCEDURE:
1. aing the: transparency; locate the positions of all valves in tke

line.

Explain the type and,purpose.of eaCh valve. .

. Explain the A.S.M,E...Code'r;eqt*Lirefrieitrts.....;

SUIMMARIZETP ..: IN ......
. 1.. .Position and purease Of dll valves

v
-- 2.- A.S.M CoE.. de ".p. :

.s .., I ,1 -s
-. , ..41--.4- ... . . .. ''''' .:,;14 is

2. Stat4lre:.:14.1pOse ofeachiNalvet, ; . '
4 4 Code :*1, . .",3. hat doe's .the say 'about ee water nes an ,..ittings.-.--- : '

f'.

'MitiGNM. '

:
. .

.

plete Assignment

. .4'

. . .r .

.k

.414 .
:
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OBJECTIVES:
1. ne able to explain the purpose of an open feed-water heater.
2. Be able io describe how an..open feed-water heater functions.
3. Be able to describe how an operi feed-water heater is constructed.

AIDS: -

1. Overhead projector.
2. trapsparencies ot types of open feed-water heaters.

k

PRObEDUREt
1. Using transparencies, discuss how open feed-water heater works.
2., Discuss functions Of a feed-water heiter. /
3. Discuss basic construction.
4. Discuss dangers involved to boiler using open heater.
5. Discuss reasons for inteinal overflow.
6. Explain purpose of the vent condenser.

SUMMARIZE:
I. Functiorkd heater
2. Danger tcnoiler

TESTING
1. What will happen if the temdture of open feed-water gets too h-th? Too

:

low?

ASSIGNMENT: P

CompletwirAssignmerit 6-B-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

.



,OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able to calculate the percent fuel saving from heating feed water.

PROCEDURE: %..0

1. Explain that if exhaust steam is not used for heating purposes, it is usiially
wasted except in plants that use it to heat the feed. water.
Explain that this preheating of feed water with exhaust steam is done in the
O'pen feed-water heater.
Explain that the fuel saving can be.quite large when fded water is preheated,
Show and explain the follOwing formula:

% Fuel saving TT- i.11- X 100

. Show two examples using the following values :

-T E HE 4

180°F 80°F 1060
208°F 100°F 1190

SUMMARIZE:
1. HOw to set up the equations for finding the % fuel saving.
2. How to solve the equation. $14'

3. Stress the deed for efficient use of fuel.

TESTING:
1. What are the main seasons for preheating Teed Water?
2. How cin we determine how much fuel is saved by preheating feed water-

with exhaust steam?
3 Solvesamp1eprob1em

ASSIGNMENT:

0.

0 230°F, ,= 120°F, and B.t.u, = 1176

Complee' A signment 6-B-1-M1 in Related Science IVInual-2.

62
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OBJECTIVES:
I 1. Be able to explain the purpose of a closed bfeed-water heater.

. 2. Beable to locate the closed feed-water heater.
3. Be able to describe the basic construction of a closed feed-water heater.

1. Transparencies 6-B-2-1,15-B-2-2

PRtOCEDURE:

1. .Explain the purpose of the closed heater 'in respect to thermal shock and
efficiency. - '
Explain the types of'closed heaters and how they are.constructed.
Using the transparencies, trace the flow of water dnd steam, Explain the
purpose of the inlet, ou4let, and by-pass valve't. Show the safety and relief
valves that protect the heater from excessive pressure. Point out the shell,
tubei, and tube sheets.

SUMMARIZE;
1. Construction
2. Flow water ana steam
3.- Purpose and location

TESTII*IG:

1. What is the,basiC purpoie of a clpsed feed-water heater?
2. Describe a closed heater.
3. Wlfat protects the heater from pressure?

'-*ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 6-B-2 in Related Science Manual-2..



Fuel Economizer Assignment 6-B-3

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to explain the ptirpose of the uel economizer.
2. Be able to.locate the fuel economizer.

AIDS:
1. Sketches or transpaiendies showing location of economizers

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain how 'econopizers provide a way to increase boiler

extract1lIg heat from flue gas_ I

?- Using-transparencies, discuss location of economizers.
3. Discuss material used and reasons for selecting these materi4ls,
4.- Discuss need forlypass dampers and valves

i"

.

5. Explain why induced draft fans are needed with economiiers.r

SUMMARIZE":

.- 1. Why ecOnornizers are use,
2. Where they are "found.

Need for bypasses.
4. Need for induced draft

TESTING:
1. Could an economizer be insta ed.in the 'school plant? Explain.
2. What would you do if ecOnomizer tubes started to leak?

ASSIGNMENT: "

^

, t
Complete Assignment 6-B-3 in Related Science Manual-2.

55
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Controls: Feed-Water Regulator Assignment -C-1

OBJE-CTIVES:
1. Be able to describe the purpose and to locate the
2. Be able to identify the types'of feed-water. regula
3. Be able tqoperate a feed-water regulator:

AIDS: .. -

.1. Overhead projector
2. Transparencies of different.types of regula,tors
3. Sketches showing location of Various types of regulators

ed-water regulators.

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss purpose of all feed-water regulators.
2. Using transparencies, explain how regulatori are connected to the boiler ah

how each regulator wOrks.
3. Explain w4 certain boilers need a ceitain type of regulator.
4. DiscUss fireman's*duties and responsibilities-tOwards feed-water regulators.
5. Discuss functional failures and how"' to handle each. ?

SUMMARIZE:
1. Types, Trpose and location of-feed-water resulators.
2.. Discuss operation of electric type of regUlator.
3." Discuss operation of mechanical tyPe of regulator.

TESTING:
1. 'If a. Copes regulator stuck in an open position; what would you asp?
2., If 'a McDonnell Miller 150 regulator-failed to shut off the boiler, what woUld

you do?
3. tHow does the Copes regulator glut boiler off due to low water?

A5SIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 6-C-1.in Related 'S Manual-2.



c4mtrols: Automatic City Water Makeup Valve Assignment 6-C-2

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe the purpose, and to locate automatic city water makeup

valves. -

2. Be able to describe the fireman's reRonsibiliti regarding automatic city
water, makeup valves. ,./

Overhead projector. '
Transparencies of automattic _city water makeup valves
Cutaway model of automaiic city water makeup

AIDS:

ROCEDURE:
1. Discuss tIkPurpose of an automatiC-city water makeup.
2. Explain how returns can be lost or contaminated.
3. Wing overhead transparencies, point out the location in the high-pressure

and low-pressure plant.
4. 4P1ain why the locations are necessary.
5. Discuss importance of blowdown and cleanin'itrainer.
6. Explain why 100% yetUrns are important in a low-pressure plant.
7. Discuss reas6n for bypass.

SUMMARIZE!
1. Need for autoinatic feed-water regulator..
2. 1 pound- of water_ for pound of.steam
3. Various locations of regula'tors and why.

TESTING:
1. What worild happen if automatic city water Makeup failed to sl-trinAff?4
2. Why 'is a-by`pass needed.

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assigriment 6-C-2 in Rdated Science Manual-2.



Controls: LOw,Water Cutoff

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe the purpose and.to locate 'a low water cutoff,
2. Be able to describe the fireman's responsibility regarding low water cutoff4.

AIDS:
,

1. Overhead.projector
2. Transparencies sho'wing location of low water cutoff
3. Cutayvay models of...lo.w. water cutoffs

N. 4 .

.pROtEDURE:
1. Discuss purpose dud location of low water.cutoff.
2. Explain reasons for blowing down low water cutoff.
3. Discuss evaporation test purpose and how io do it.
4'. Using ' overhead projector, point out location of low water cutoffs.
5. Use models to show how the cutoffs work.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Purpose and location of cutoffs
2. Two ways to test cutoff.

TESTING:
1. What could happen tf the low water cutoff were not tested?
2. Why should the evaporation test be made periodically?

ASSIGisIMENT:,

Complete Assignment 6-C-3 in Related Science MaM1a1-2.

411



`.

Assignment 6-D-

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe the purpose and to locate the condensate tank:
2. Be able to describe the fireman's responsibility regarding condensate, tanks.

AIDS: 1,

I. 'Blackboard
2. '4Overhead projector
13'r Transparencies showing tank and fittings

1.. Discuss'reasons- for saving condensate.
,

Explain results and causes of increase and decrease of' condensate
temperature.
Using blickboard show the lOcatibn of condensate tanks and-how they could
be pipedup.iri a large plant .

.Using transparencies,'explain the purpose of all fittings and accessoriesfound

DisCuss procedure-to follow in event of Oil contamination of returns and
effect, on plant operation. '

SUMMARIZE:

1. Fireman's responlil;ility o temperature arid contamination

TESTING:

Why is it important to prevent contaminated water from-entering the boiler?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Msignment 6-D-1 in. Related Science Manual-2.



Condensate Tank: Vacuum

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe the'purpose ancl to locate the vacuum condensate.tank.

. .

2. Be 1aTe to describe how a vacuum pump works
Be able to describe the fireman's responsibility regarding vacuum pumps and

Overhead-projector
Transparendies on vacuum tank and pump's

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss purpose of a vacuum:.tank and pump.
2. Explain Where air and non-condensable..g*es,come from,:and discuss . how air

. and gases are removed ffrom systein.
UsMg blackboard, sliow locaticl.of vacuum tank and pumps' in the systein;

4.:. UsMg the overheadptjector; eiplain the parts and. the .purpose of fittings
found on the vacuum iank.
Explin she reason for,having thermometer, and the cause ancl'effects of an
increase in return condensate temperature.

6. Discuss procedure for correcting this situation.
7. EXplain the" three-way selector switch and how td use it.'

8. Discuss:vacuum setting and ra.nge.,...
9. Discuss causes of water discharging from the air vent.

10. Explain the purpose of dual pumps.
11'. Discuss the 'mamtenance requirements of vacuum tanks and pumps.

SUMMARIZE; .

1. Purpose and location of vacuum condensate tanks Systex*
2: Selector sWitch

Cause and remedy of increase in ccindensate return imp*

TESTING:
41,

1. It you saw water coming out of the air 'Vent, what wonld you do?
2. If the vacuum tank started making loud 'knocking noises, what would you

look for?

ASSIG&MENT: .

Coinplete Assignment 6 -D-2 in,Rerated Science Manual-2.



Reciprocating Pumps
.!;

OBrEd-TIVES:

AIDS:

Assignment 6:E-1

1. Be able to describe how a reciprocating pump works.
2. Be able to explain the meaning of-the namgplate data.
3.i Be able "to explain the reasons a reciprocating pump will fail to deliver

to a boiler,
water

. Blackboard
Sketch of boiler showing steam line to pump and discharge lihe
(Include steam pressure and water pressure.)

PROgEDURE:

TY

to boiler.

Put sketch on board and ask if anyone can explaM how a pump using 100
ps.i; of steam cant deliver 400 ps.i. of water pressure.'

2. Explain the design of pump steam ,piston, which is 2-421/2 times larger in area
...than the water*ton.

3. Explain what is meant by total force (area X pressure).
Explain what, is meant by: total-force on steam side of pump = total force
on water side of purnp.

#
5. Use pump data: 4 X 2 X 8 steam pressure 100 ps.i. Show hocl, to find the ,

water pressure developed by the steam pressure.

Total Force Steam'Side
Area Steam Side X Steam Pressure
(ds:)2" X 3854 X ,Steann Pressure

4 X 4 X .7854 X 100
12.5664 X lop
12.5664 X 100i.'

3.1416

1256.64
3.1416

400

= Total Force- Water .

= Area Water Side X:Water Presiure
= (dsw )2 x .7854 XWater t'ressure
= 2 X 2 X .7854 X Water Pressure
7 3.1416 X Water Pressure

4
Wafer Pressure

Water Pressure

= Water Pressure

6. Explain again why steam piston of feed pump must be 2-21/2 times larger in
L k:-area tnan water,piston.

ExplaiOhe purposes of the reciprocating pump, other th feed4;
pump ,

. Explain .the reacin fOr various location's.
-

9: Explain', cover name plate data and ,what it means..
ib. Explain the riasons why a ptimp 'Would fail to dischar

boiler. -

7 0



SUMMARI2E:
1. How pump works
2. Name plate.data
3. Reasons for failure

.'TESTING:
1. What do figures,on the name plate indicate?'
2. How do.you'find.the total forCi`developed on a pump?
3. What name plate data would you expect ,to fmdm a boiler 'feedz...iater

pump.
HOw Many reasons cn *you think of that would cause a reciprocating pump
to fail to fur .sh water' to a boiler?,

;*.

ASSIGNMENT: .

Complete Assign ent 6-E-1 in 'Related Science Manua1.1-
\

.e
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Developed Total Force

.. OBJECTIVES: .,

1. Be able to explain what is meant by total force tot;al
2. Be able to find the steam pressure needed' knoWing lie- Water pressure

deve1ope4when using total foice = total force."
Be able to find the water pressure developed knowing the steam pressure on..,
hand when using:total force = total joice..

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain that force 'is push or pull. Pressure is fOrce acting on a body per. sunk

of area; this can be pounds er square inch or pounds per square foot.
. Area of circle = D2 X .7854 or ir R2'. Explain why wa usually use IP X

.7854.
Explain pounds per square inch. (p. )

4. Explain what is meant by an equation.
5. Explain what is meant by total forCd= total force. Use figures to prove it.)
6. Explain how to solve for steam 'pressure.
7. Explkin h;w, to solve fOr water pressure.
8. Solve sample problems:

t
'Pump 4 X ,2 X 6 steam pressure 150 ps.i. Find water pressure.
Pump 4'X'4.5 X 4 wattr pressure AO ps.i. Find stitain pressure.

gr

SUMMARIZE:
1. Total force = total force
2. Show how to transpose and solve for unkpowns.
3. Show how to prove answer testing.

TESTfm:
1. Using the formula, total force

for finding 4T

a. .steam pressure
b. wafer pressure.

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 6-E-1-M1 in Related Science 'Manual-2.

= total force, have, students develOp formula

72
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/ Reciprocating Pump Capacity Assigninent

OBJECTIVE: , f1. Be able to calculate the pumpmg czpacity or a reciprocating pump.

AIDS:
. Blackboa-ra

PROCEDURE:
1. Usirig a diagram explain how thp wateiside of a reciprocatMg pump perates
2. Explain volume and how it relates to this type of_Pump.

Discuss leakage and how it can affect the efficiency.
4. Explain that 231 cubic inches of.water is equal to one gallon.

Defme "stroke of a.pump".
Explain the meaning Of the terms simplex, duplex, single acting, and double
actin.
Show and explain the formulS.

,
Gym. _ L PIN E

231

. Set up and solve two problems using the following values:

L Dia. . N

12 10 100.; /5% p

16 .14 120 8

SUMMARIZE:
1. Formula and terms
2. How to 'solve
3. How to determine number of strokes

TESTING:
1. Exp1a.m each term in the formula for fmdirig thi capacity of-a reciprocating

pump.
2. Have student§ do the folloWing test problem and discuss the results:

. .-
A pump with the following data 4 X 6 X 8 oVerates at 80 strokes
per minute. It is 80% efficient. How many gallons will it discharge in
a minute?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 6-E-1-M2 in Related Science Manual-4

7 3
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Be able-..td.aeSOise hoKa briiii alipunip..wofks...,."7`'..
,. ....., : Iv

2., , Be able t. liu iant i§adva es .4.: teo
.,..

Oile4fted-Ava cc...'....- :. ,..,...
Be- abloto ,p ....,1a. entrifugal pump icor boaer leekwatier

,

-, . TrarispareOcy brc'entrif.tt
...*.pverhead:prOlicrot

Ciitaway- rnedel of centrifug

% :
PROCEDURE:''.-

1.. 'plain'tentrifugal 'force,.kinetic energy, and potential energy.
2.' sing overihead ?rojector, show transparency,of.eentrifygal,pump.
3. Explain the.operation Of a centrifugal pump and how:it',,pumps hquid
4. Explainthe advantages and disadvantages Of,the.centrifugal.pump.

Explain-how to select a centrifugal pump for boiler feed-irater;pump use.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Discuss the operation, selection, and advantages of a cent.rifugal pdflp or a

boiler feed-water system.

TESTING:

2.I

*4'

How does a telitrifugal pump oPerate?
What factors would lou cOnsider when selecting a pump for use in a boiler
°feed-water system?
Name as many ,advantrages as you can for using a centrifugal pump.

4 ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 6-E-2 in Related Science Manual .

vi
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Centriflal Punip Head

OBJECTIVES:

-Assignment 6-e2-M1

1. Be able to define the terms: suction lift or suction head; discharge head, and
friction head.
Be able to calculate the total head on a centrifugal pump.

. Be able to convert foot head to pounds.per square inch.

AIDS:
BlaCkbOard

PROCEDURE:
1. UsMg a drazwing explain suction lift and suction head.
2. Show and explain discharge head. .

3. Explain the losses due to friction when a liquid flows through:a line
4. Review how to convert ft hd to p s i and p.s.i. to.ft. hd.
5. Show and explain she formulas for finding total head oda pump:

9

T.H. = Da +FH +SL
T.H. = D.H.+ S.H.

Set up and solve two problems using the following values:

Discharge head 75 ft'.
Suction lift 10 ft.
Friction head 5 ft.

Discliarge at pump, 100 p.s.i.
Suction pressure 20 p.s.i.
Friction head 20 ft..

SUMMARIZE:"
1. Solution of above F;'roblems
2. Converting of head to p.s.i. 61d p.s.i. to,.head.

15 TESTING: "Nis

1. Find the total head on pump from the following information:

Discharge pressure
Suction head
Friction head

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 6-E-2-M1, in Related Science Manual-2.

200
50 ft.
25,ft.



OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to.describe purpose, iocation, and types of injectors.
2. Be able to desotibe how an injeCtor works.
3. Be able to describe the reasons for injector failure. at,
4. Be able to explain the fireman's responsibility regarding feed-water injectors.

Overhead projector
. Transparencies on single- and double-tube injecfors.

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss, purpose injector:
2. Exp4ain why i , not considerea efficient.
3. Using lrIiéâd projector, cr scuss parts and,explain the operation.
4. Discuss kinetic andrtential energy.
5; Explain wh5 thejocation of the iteam line is critical.

, 6. Discuss wty the'city watdr.meter must be protected.
7. DiscUss reasons for-injector faihire.

itress importancOof fireman being able*-to use
used periodically.

SUMMARIZE: .

1. Reason for having injector.
2. Importande of using injector. ;

TESTING:
1. What will happen if tempkature of water feeding injector gets too'hot?

Why must the injector be wed at-regular intervals?

!

v

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 6-E-3 in RelatecrScience Manual-2.

.



Layout
,

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to explain why careful planning and design is essential for

itilerroom piping.
Be able to explain how and swh); steam lines are pitched.
Be able to explain why exPansion stresSes.must befillowed for in

Assign 'tient 7-A-i.

1. Blackboard
2. Overhead projector
3. Transparencies of piping layouts

t

steam lines.

1. Using blackbogd, start with boiler and lay out piping system. Show an
engine and a pra-ess line.

2. Discuss purpose of valves and accessories in system.
3. Explain why careful design is essentig for safe and efficient operation.
4. Discuss proper pitching of steam lines.
5. Discuss expansion'stress and how,it is handled.
6. bisCuss insulation'and Virhy it is needed, i.e., radiant heatloss; etc.
7; Explain why different grades of piping are used.
8. Discuss danger of water in steam lines and,how it is removed.

. Using overhead projector, show some typical plant layouts.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Intelligent design for safeti and efficiency of operation

C 2. Danger of water pockets
3. Need for insulationi

TESTING:
1. What is. me
2. What wo

lines.

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 7-A-1

radiant heat losses?
mon bends or joints were insialed in steam

elated Science Manual-2.
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Expansion of.Pipe Lines

'OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to expain why expansion must be allowed for in pipe lines.
2. Be able to calc afnount of expansion that will take place in the linei.

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain what is meant by expansion and contriction.
2. Explain how coefficient of linear expansion per irIch varies with material

being used.
Using blackboard, show coefficient of linear expansion per inch .for.

Brpnze 00001.111
Wrought -i"r4On .0000068

= :0000067
st iron = .0000065

Show formula and explain:
Expansion,in inches = C 'X (T1-T2 ) X 12

= Length of-pipe in feet
tt .= Coefficient Of expansion

= Final temperature
T2 nitial temperature

5. Solve sample problem.

SUMMARIZE: _

1. Why expansion mustibe considered.
2. Formula and meaning of the letters.

TE§TING:
1. Using answer in sample problem, question students on what would happen

steam line if no expansion, allowance were made.

ASSIGNMENT:

Compley Assignment 7-A-1-M1 in Related Science Manual-2.

7 8

69
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Main Stiam and Automaitc Non-Return Valves

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to lbcate and to explain the purpose of the main steam stop and

automatic non-return vaiveg..
. - Be able to explain the fireman's responsibility toward main stop and

automatic non-return valves.

Assignment 7-111.

AIDS:
1. Overhead projector

Transparencies of 0.S. and 114 gate valve and an automatic non-return valve
3. Cutaway gate valve

Cutaway automatic non-return valve

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss purpose land location of all valves on main steam line leaking boiler.

Using overheill projector and transparency of 0.S. and.Y. gate valve in open
and clqsed position, point out hovi; easy it-is to knovi if the valve is open or
closed.

Using transparency, show how automatic non-return valve works.
Using pahodel of gate valve, show how valve Offers no resistance to flow of
steam.

Using model of non-return valve, show how valve can be closed but can only
be open by pressure.
Discuss how io cut boiler in on line by hand.
Discuss how to.cut boilerin on line using non-return valve.

P

SUMMARIZE:
1. A.S.M.E. Code requirements on numbq, typepid location of valves.
2. Purpose of non-return and main steam stop.

TESTING:
1. Why would you equalize pressure around main stop before opening it?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment -BO in Related Science Manual .

F-7 9
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Pressure R gulator Assignment. 7rB-2

OBJECTI
1. Be able to locate and to explain the purpose of pressure regulators..
2. Be able to explain how a pressure regulatdr ftinctios.

AIDS:
1. Overhead projector
2. Transparency of a pressure regulatOr.

,3. Cutaway model of regulator

.PROCEDURE: 4F-

1. Discuss the basic purpose of a pressure tegulating valve.
2. Using -transparency, show the parts..and,how they .function in the regu abr.

' 3. Using a sketch; show how this valVe- is hilialled in-the%stealn line.
4. Explain why the steam, is superh,eated after the valve,

'SUMMARIZE:
1. Purpose of valve

Function of valve

TESTING::?
1 . Why are pressure regulators used in plants?
2. How does a preaure regulator function? .

-ASSIGNMENT.;

Cothplete Assignment 7-B-2 in oRdated S'cience Manual-2.

e!
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Non-Return Traps Assignment 7-0

OBJECTIVES:

AIDS:

1. Be able to locate and to explain the purpose of steam traps.
Be able to explain the iMportance of trap maintenance.

-4,7

Overhead projector
Transparencies of traps
Cutaways of traps

PROCEDURE:
1. Diicuss reasons for traps.
2. Using overhead projectcs, explain how traps.-function.

,

3. Using cutaways of traps, discuss trap problems.
4. Explain why trap miintenance is vital to plat efficiency.
5. Discuss how to detect faulty traps.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Purpoie and location
2. Stress..trap maintenance

TESTING:
1. What are the end results of 'a trap that is stuck -open?

--ASSIGNMENT: .

Complete Assisnment 7 -C-1 M Related Science Manual-2.

:



Steam and Exhaust Separators Assignment 7-D-1

OBJECTIES:
1. Be able to locate and, to explain the purpose of steam and exhaust

separators. t
Be able to explain the operator's responsibility regarding separators.

Oyerheadfrprojector-
TransparenCiesof steam and exhaust separators

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss the purpose and location of a live stearn separator.
2. Explain the 'difference between a:live steam' separator, a receiver separator,

and an exhaust separator. a

3. Discuss the,type of plant where each of the above is used.
4. Using overhead projector, explain how each type of separator tforks.
5. Discuss_ the theory of operatiti4.,`,,)

4.10.rd.
b. Explain the operator's responsibility.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Types.of separators
2. Theory of' opera-tion-
3. Plants using separatom

. What type of plant needs a re'ceiver.separatot?
2. Why are exhaust separators only used in plants that have reciprocating.-

'engines?

ASSI MENT:
Complete Assignment 7-1)4 in Related Science Manua1-2.

\



,;:e'

VC.).

41-

Efficiency, Assignment 7-b-1.,M1
-1

OBJECTIVE: .0!,

. 'Be able to calcolte the efficiency of alive steam separator'? .

AIDS:
i. Blacklioard

0

-,1=7

PROEDURE:
..

1. Using blackboard, ol,k, formula and explain'how to 'use it.., :.

2. Solve sample Rroblem on 'blackboard.
f \

11;',

liMMARIZE.
:

0 ,* 1.., ain fOrmula and how to substitute inlves,..
'4T

s'-i,hrmust we alWays 'write a forMula before we substage v

ASSIGNMENT: .

s ^ Comple,te Asiipiment Related,'Scieribe Manualz--2.
; - 9

.
',



plOtv the ,pUrpose of a'dry pipe and a ciclone Opalar-ator:

ency, ejcplain how the separatbis.are initalled and how they
-

g show how
a heAter,was in the boiler.

df SteairiTflOw:.it is.

:1

thp, sefarators would be connected..:,if a

chgiged by wing a separator?
.

oon of:eparatai
goSeieofiieparatOrs
norf separators

ra:i.

tsid:.:Ti
..,'fic' .
e' r. : Why is it necessary to use a drum-type steam separator?.,

2: DesCribc hoW a dry pipe operates.:
, .

...;...o.-j;. , ...,; . ,.

How.does a cyclone siparator ope,rate?
..

Complete Assignment 7-D-2 in Related Science Manual-2. ,

10



=rand- COnirecti6n^8u erheaters mint 7-E-I

04JECTIVES?:
13e able

2. Be 41110

3. Be abl
warm

AIDS:

to explain the differe
tO

P.

explain
e betwe

whY suPeFbeatePti used
m how superhe_aters.,

,Thturated and superheated steam
_

X efOiiiiiCted ddring operation

?-

. Overhead prdjector
2. Transparencies oftdifferent types oT v.1;:prer eatersttr ?1,

PROCEDURE: 6

1. Define saturated and superMatrcl te. e .
;it \

UOit overhead projector,...cesciib e.(t diant and convection type superheaters.
Duss reasons for using'Supepheatets-.--
Discuss how superheater temperature ii":.)ontrolled.,,..-.
Explain .why-superheiters hm;e_ :safeiy yes, 9..nd. '4 e'yalve-must pop first.

6. Discuss how to handleiuperheater.drain uring warm up..
cuss changes in; temperature in radiant: and convection tipe Supeditaters
en boiler ratingls increasedi,,

,1

and

SU ZE
itions.Of sattirated'and superheated steam.'

ealiis for using ouperheated eam
eniperature contro

. .:4..

TESTINO:
What eliTeEt, .does rating intrease have
S.11pqr s?... i

-ASSIGNMENT:-
Comptete Assignment 7-E-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

Jr.

on ,radiant and,.:...conveti on

* .

.

tYPe

;.5.

...



1.. Be able to locate and, to explain purpose of two types of desUpetheaters.
2. Be able ta iplain the operator:s responsibility rtgaiding desuPerheaters.

Overheag projector
Transparencies of two types of, desUperheaters

PROCEDURE:
1., Defme saturated;superheated and desuperheated steam.
2. Discuss the purpose of desuperheaters and why they -are necessary.
3, Explain location of both types of desuperheaters.
4. Using overhead projector, desEribe howeach type'-of desoperheater workA..
5: Discuis iMportance. -Of waCching tre-temPeiature-rOf ciesurierheatect:'iteyn.., ;

6. Explain why nozzle must l;e keptclean.

geMMARIZE:
1. . purpose,

?.,::.4ype
Reisonsfor using desuferheater

Whatovould happen if the sprarindizles weieoclogging, an
.--operator know of this condition?

ASSIGNMENT;
Co' lete Assignment 71F-1 in Related S,Cience

4

a
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.

RE:
1. Discuss how coal was fOrrned. _

'
2. Usin&-chart, shoii eaith forthatidii and ',structilie.

Discuss gas forthation

-;1. Theory of coal, oil and gas fgripation

TESTING:
1. Why are-Co-al and oil referred to *fossil fuels?

- .

ASSIGNMENT: .
4- -

Complete Assignpient 81A-1 in Related Science MaL.2.1-2..

R4,,



s nment 8-B4

.

1. Be able to explaM how fuel oil is class
Z. :Be able tO eXP,lain what 'is meant by

AIDS:.'
1. 'Teaching material suppliedrby Amerie.ari Petroleuni.:Institute

PROCEDURE:
I. -Use wall chart showing che
2... Use wall chart_shOWing distillation.

fpètrôleünI refining:

Discuss methods'of classifying oil. ,
Define residual oil, crude oil, distill e cril, a d blended- oil .

cuss specific gravi ci its relationsInp-Avi h A.P.I.
uss B.t.u. content 'of oil, ond the formnla used find B.t.u-.'

pound":

SUMMARIZE:

1. .C1assifi#:4tion,;,

2...!'"F.Speafic gravity

3 Btu content
. .;

4.. Aram la

TESTING:

1. Wheat is the ,relationship between, specific grayity id B.t.u. content of fuel
).

oil? tif!'

.* ASSIGNMENT:

ComOete Assignment 8-B-1 in getated Science Mnual--2.
;.,:. .

au:

,



OBJECt 1VgS .

able to convert specific gravity to degrees A.Pj-
2. -.Be ab e to convert degrees I. to

A. = speciLic gravity..

AIDS:
1.11-,,Blackb41

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss specific gravity and deaees A.P.I:
2. Explain howtto use the fortniffi:

su. Gr..60/6°F
L + Degrees .P.I

Using formula Sp dr...661640i, explain liow to transpose to get forin

Degrees

versa.



Assignment 8:

OBJECTIVE: .

1.. Be able tO4escribe the properties of fuel o'

iWateria,tfrOm Amefican PeiroleUrninstitute

1. "Using material and wall chins, discuss_properties found in fuel oil.
2./ Discuss useall4eleinenti in uel.

Explain low sulphur law in New Jersey.
Define: 41',

a.. Flash point
b. Fiire point

es. Ai

c. Pout point
d. Viscosity

. Discuss dangers in loW'llash point fue
DisPss B.tlItcontent.'of Oil

t, . ..

-.4: ---12....,H:':-.

'SUMI4ARIZE: :17.ri '4- , . -2

Useful elemens n oi
=.144. ..

-V Dangers such a ow flash pagi fuel -
..

1

kfer



Content Per Pound of Fuel Oil
0,44,

Aisignment 8-B-2-

OBJ E :

1-kr
Be able to calculate the B,t.0 contenirf fuel oil when itS degrees A.P.I, is

, known.. "ye

AIDS:-
1. Blackboard

lopg,

PROCEDURE:.
lain that B.t.u. content is found byaing a bomb calorimeter.

T t

cuss how an approximate B.to.i. content can be found by Using 'the
,

formkla: 1. ...i.,:

%,
B.6.1./fb

Solve sample problem.

UMMARIZE:
1.. Vual4B.t.u. cOnte'rit
2. 4,r;,..Approximate BAAL by forMula

TESTING:,
1. How can io'ti find 13:t.u.'s per gbl o

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment '8-Ba*M1 in

.7-

.1



"Classification Of Coil

OB J ECTI VES:

1. Be able to describe how coal is classified.
2; Be able to define rank,..and grade.
3. Define content.

AIDS::

,

1. Blackboard

PROCEDURE: .

I. ..DiScuss hovVcoal Is Classified.
2. EXplain what. is meant by rank .and_grade.
3. ExPlOn vol;atile an&fixed.carbon.,...

DisciisSiiifference betWeen;kard atsoft coat
'S. Explain
6. Explain
7. Discuss

SUMMARIZE:

.why 'furnace volume must greater when burn' sofvcoal.
hoW;the B.

. . .

-;i.,:of,coigare-founci with the bomb calorimeter.
the-purpos uLccng's, formula.. .. ..f--..,,

a..

' .':;74-',7--, .,..- :...-:,.... ---'''",:7.2'

1. Classification-7: rahk and grade
2. Hard coal fixed carbon
3. -Soft t oal volatile matter

TESTINo:
1.

..

1-r -

Why.does furnaCe voluthe differ when burning hard and soft coal?

AssiGgirvitfitr
Complete Assignment 8-C-1 in Related Science Ivl "

,

!'

t:141.
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AN.

Properties-of Coal . ..-
.

Ass"pment 8-C-2

61VECTI. S

1. Be able to describe the properties of coal.
2. Be able to describe whato proximate analysis shOws.
3. Be able to describe what an ultirrlate analysis shows:

AID : .,

0
. Blaaboird . ..

A

.AKROCEDURE:
1. Discuss ASH

2. ,Discuss ultimate a proximateanalysis.
3. Explain why hard coal is called hard coal.
4. Discuss_rhy'hard coal doe's not smoke.-.
5. Explain why' sofecoal is called soft coal.
6._ DtScuss'useful.elemerits.- -cr----...

t.
P : .

SUMMARIZE: 3/4:-`'' ..

1." Ulitimate analysis
Proximate anAlysis

. NO CASH

TESTING:.
1. Whit arethe.effects of -sulphur in fuel?

ASSIGNMENTe:'
...: . . .

,

Complete 'Assignment 8-V2 in Related 'Scienceglailuar-2.
4-.0 : v.p

;eV,.
!

4-.4, .r

".1.$

;

.

4-
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.

a.i:xIntrAttt,...,..= ,

,
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OBjECTIVE:.
1. Be.abl calculate the heating value. of coal with Du Long's.formula.,

ormpla.
3. DisTss.ultimate analysis.'

:ShaS4 fOOntila on blackboard
-Solve sample prOblem.

-
SUMMARIZE:,

1. Calorimeter actual heatiti value
2. Du Long's forMula --approximate heating value

41'

aeg'-'actally determipa by using a calorimeter.
'pprOXiMate heath* value can be determined by using DuLong's

TESTING:
1. What are the useful elements in coal?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete.Assignment 8-C-2-M



. OBjECTIVES:
1. Be able to desp,ribPjiRifv-g°

Be.. ble taCdescribe how...the heating- value' of sas is Jieter Med

1. Blackboard ,

!C:

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss Clastification of gas:,
2.-.;# xplain how heating vilpwill differ in 0 .

. ',Discuss 'c'al makeup of casing head gai, IllaSt furnace gas, and coke
.;-:- gas.

. Explain how heating value_ is obtained.
.

SUMMARIZE:. 0. -

1. ClastfiCation
2. B.t.h: content

oven

ASSIGNMEIV: ,

V Complete Assighment 8-D-1 in Related Science Manual
,. ,

.
%4.



. properties of Gas

csjys:
able 'to:.describe the prop .t es-of nattiraland niariufactiired gas.

PROCEDURE:
'I.. Disauss properties of natidal gas and:its 133.u. content;

..

2. Discuss the typts,propertiesi- and.:13,.ticontent of manufactiired gas: t

: 3,.' .:.EiPlain., the dirferene:05W een :air ina*Oti, :.. ...

. 4. Discuss the 'd. tween sweet and .sst.i.
S.. Using Wall ow natural gas is tr,a.. .

?-44.;

SUMMARI2E:
'il.'. Propertie ,,,-conteni of natural gas yersus manufacpied ga.i...

.,..,, .

TESTING:. vd--....,--4
0,04....,
4;.: !

-1.. What
......:' ; ..,...., ,-..

like

ASSIGNMPIT:''"
Co -Assignment, 8-b-2 in Related Science, Manual



Safe Storage and Handling of Oil, Coal and Gas Nst 77. Assignm nt

1. Be able to describe the safe stor e and handliig,AIDS
1. Any manufacturer's data on coal storage and oil\Storage".
2. Literature from insurance companies on furnace explosions.,

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss flash point of fuel.

1

2. Discuss type of fire extinguishers for use on oil fires.
3. Discuss spontaneous combustion.
4. Discuss how to prevent and hakidle spontaneous combustion.
5. Explain why soft coal is more conduciVe to spontaneous combustion th n

hard coal.
6. Discuss how to check for gas leaks.
7. Explain why yents from gas lines and controls should be piped out of the

,

boileiroom.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Need for good etigipeering praCtice while handling oil, coal-,-or gas.

TESTING:
1. Why isn't hard coal subjected to spontaneous combustion?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 8-E-1 in Related Science Manual-2.



OiLTanks and Piping;

OBJECTIVES: .

-:

AIDS:

Asairment

1. Be able-to locate he fuel oil tanks in the schoofplani.
A2. .Be able to explain the reasons for knowing the locasion of all fuel

in a plant.

. Overheaa projector
Transpakencies of fuel oil piping.

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss fireman's responsibility.
2. Explain why temperatures and pressures are important.

,. 3. Using a transparency, explain how pumps can be °changed over, how heaters
can be isolated from the system, and how the itemperature of the oil,is
controlled. I

4. Locate relief valves and return lines.
5. -Discuss tank vents and why they are necessary.
6. Explain why steam and electrical pumps are used.

oil. piping

b.)SUMM RIZE;
1.. Firiman must know all details of plant.

TESTING:
1. kliht is the reSult of air in t

- ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment in.ltelated Science Manual-2 .

e lines?
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Pumps and Heaters

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able' to explain the purpose of fuel.,oil pumps.
2. Be able to describe the baiic types of fuel Ol-PuM
3.Be-ab1ei-to-e-xp1ain.the-need-forAe1-oil-r1ieateiS'`

AIDS:

1. Overhead projector.
2. Transparencies of types.of fuel oil pumps:-
3.., Transparencies of types,of fuel oil heaterS.

P,t0CEDURE:
`111 \ Discuss, purpose of fuel oil pumps.

2. Explain why oil is recirculated back to tank.
3. Discuss types of fuel oil pumps using overhead projector.
4. Discuss why relief valves.are necessary and wherethey are located.
5. Explain why oil in tianki must he headed.>":

.

6. Discuss wky and hovi. temperature is and: muit be. controlled in oil storage
tanks.

7. 'Using overhead pro)ectoi, discuss and show the types of fuel oil heRrers.
3

SUMMARIZE..
_1. Purpbse.of fuel-oll pump ,

Piiri;oie:'Of heating oil in storne iank and at burner:

TESTING:
f: Why must temperatare.of Oil storage tank be controlled.

ASSIGNMENT:
,

Complete Assignment 9-A-2 in Related Science Manual-2.



'1,'. ..
:4-

1. Be al idehtify tbe parts of a,gear;pump.
2. Be able to list the advantages arid diga1217.iant4ei of gear Pur.P1)..q. ,,

AIDS:
. Overhead, projector .

- 2. Transparencie'sof types o gear pumps.
3. Cutaway Model of gear pimp

PROCEDURE:
1. Using overhead projector and transparencies;show the typeS of gear pumps.
2. Discuss the parts of a pump,..
3. Comparb gear pumps With centrifugaland reciprocating pumps.
4. Explain tbe reason for relief valves and lOcate the valve.
5: Explain why gear pumps are suitable for .fuel oil pumps.
6. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of gear.pumps.
7. Use cutaway of gear.pump to explain its operation:

SUMMARIZE:
1. Advantages
2. Disadvantages

'TESTING:
1. Why, is iselief valve necessary?
2. Where is the .relief valve located?

'Complete Assignment 9,-A-3 in Related Science Manual-2..



Pressure Atomizing Burner,

,,OBJECXIMES:_ _

a e to desqibe how a pres atomizing, burner works.
Be able to describe how the amount f oil burned is controlled.

1. :;Overhead projestor
--2.7:TraTiriparencies'riifTypei-Cif Tife-ChaiiiC41

PROCEDURE:
1. Using overhead projector, explain how oil is atomized in burners.,
2. Discuss how quantitY of oil delivered by atomizer AS cOntrolled.
3. Discuss how some reductiOn in burning rate .can be realized by.changing

pressure. .

Explain how onl0 minor load, changes, can be handled ,this way. Any large
.load changes require .changing either tile. buther tip's Or the nuMber of
burngrs operatipg.
Discuss Aced for lairfy high oil pressure (100-250 p.s.i) and alsd high oil
temperature (160°-.4240°F.).

SUMMARIZE:
1. oil under high pressure and high temperature isaequired

"TESTING:
1...How can.plant:load be controlle using piechanitaLatomizing bUrners?'

ASSIGNMENT:

'Complete. Assignment 9 -A-4. in "Related Science Manual-2:

,



Rotary Cup Biirner.

-

Assigdirient 9-A-5

OBJECTIVES:
.1. Be:able to explain Why rbtary; ciVttirners are used.

Be able to desoribe-how oil ,pattern caii:be regulated:

Itr

AIDS:

1.. Overhead projector.
/2. TransparenCies-ofrojary-cup urner belt and direCt drive.

PROCDURE:
1. Using overhead projector, diScUss Uath direct and belt drive burners.

Discuss how burnerl cari be Used for gis and oll.
Explain, how rotary burners are excellent for cornplete automatic
Discuss reason for air switah and how it w-orks.
Explain low atomization takes place.
Discuss reason for secondary air. 4.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

.

SUMMARIZE:
1.; Excellent fot complete autornatic.firing
1 Importance of air SwitCh.

I. .TESTING:
. .1. If primary air fan failed in our plant what would happen?. HoW Would 'you

recognize and correct the condition,?-
. .

ASSIG/44ENT: ;

Complete AisignMent 9-A-5.in Related Science Manual-.
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'.

, .;.
. .

Steam Atomizing Burner:
"--

4 OBJECTIVES:' ,

able-to describe the 'types of steam atomfridgburners.
2. Be able io hoW stim atomizins burners work.

AIDS:

Assignment 9-A-6

. Overhdad projettor
types-t:fliamizitig *bitirners.

L

PROCE.DURE:
8

1. Using .overhead projector; discuss inside and outside mixing burners.
.2, Discuss° the temperature/and pressup of oil required.'

. _

3. Discuss type. of oil thai!can be burned.
, 4. Discus's s1 team consumption.

5. Discuss initial cost versus Operating cost. ,

6. *Discuss ityportande of con,trolling steam coniumption.
...

... SUMMARIZE:
. If' 1. ;Aiino*t any .oil'can burned.

. .2. :Initial Cost.-versu opelat'ing,cost,,:

TiSTING:-.
1'. 'Why,"th t'stearn tOnsumption be'regulated?

. /.. ..

ASSIGNMENT:
Corrip,et4 Assignment ,9-A-6 .itiRelatecl-Science.Man

\' .1.' 1

Le

4

.



7't

Stokers
_

s!'

.Assignment 9-B-1

OBJECTIVES:
1.. Ete able to explain why StOkers were develOPed.
2. ,.Be able to describe the types of stokers.

4t,

1. Overhead projector,
2:----TranspaTencies- 0Ftype-S-df stokers:' ,

I -

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss why stokers were developed.
2. Discuss historical deVelopmene. ,

3. Explrain three general classes of stokers:
\LI. Discuss 4 ftinctions of a.seoker.
5. Using transparencieS, discuss over-, under- and cross-feed stokers.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Four functions
2. Reason for development-

.,
3. Three ;Classes

TESTING:
1.

.
Why can't a caking coal be buded in a cross-feed stoker?

ASSIGNMhNt't ,
,

Complete Assignment 9-t-1 in Related Science Manual-2.



at

Pulyerizers Assignment 9-B-2

OBJE&IVES:.

AIDS:

.

1. Be able to describe the developinent of pulverize'rs.
2... Be able .to describe the types of pulverizers.

1. Overhead projector
2. Transparencies Of types off pulverizers .-

, .

PROCEDURE: . .\
\,

1. c Di uss reasons for Interest and developmenr of pulverizers;\
2. Explain why the cement industry Was.first in tfevelopment of\ ulveriZers.'
3. Discuss diesel trying-to use pulverized boat
4. Discuss princiPle of operation. \, .

5.. Explain classification. \
6., Using oyerhead projector, show different types of pulveri&ers. *
7. DiscusstadvIntages and disadvantagq,. \

1
4
\

(SUMMARIZE:
1. Reason' for interest
2. Basic princip es involved

'TESTING:
i ..

1. V/hy isn't pulverized coal adaptable for diesel engites?
. ._

' .

ASSIGNMENT: .

Complete Assignment 9-B-2-in Related Science Manual-2.
. . .t



1:

- OBJECNWES:
1.. 'Be able to expliirithe purpose of gas piping. °

2. Be able lo describe.,the types of valvco ahd controls used.

1

AIDS:: , ... A.
st. . .0verhead Projector '

_. .. . _

.

2. Schematic transparehieS Of both high-pressure- and low-piessure gas servke. ,

"
PROCEDURE:

. 1

1. DINcuss difference of high-pressure gas, service and locv-pressure gas service.
2. Using transparency ot low-ptessure. gas _set-vice, discuss,yalves and controls,

. . .
and the purpose they serve. , . ..

3. Review light off 'secluence. .

4. Using transparency ig ssure gas service, discuss valves and controls,,
44:

and the purimse they serve:
5. Review light off sequence. -

6. Discuss reasons for color codinj lines and the,need for instant
1

think-there is a gas leak.
. Discuss how to check for aks..

S. ,Ex the danger of an open flame.

. SUMMARIZE: .

Diftrehie between high-pressure ahd low-pressure gas service:
2. Ithportance of color-code and checking leaks.

TESTING:

hecks.if yoti

1. Is it unwise to use an open flame to check for gas leaks?.Why?

ASSIGNMENT:t!: -
Com'Oefe Assignment 9-C:1An Related Science.Mahual--a.

. ..



On-Off Controls

OBJECTIVES:
' .1. Be able tb exPlain the purpose of combustion controls. .

2.. Be able to explain how the on-4f cornliustion cOntrol wOris.

Assignthent 9-D-1

;

AIDS:
. Blackboard

PR6CEDURE:
1. Discuss purpose of combustion controls and what they control.
2. Using blackboard, show the locarion of the presSure-trol and the modulating

pressure-trol.
3. Discuss why siphous ire necessary and how.they must be installed.,
4. Ibiscuss high and low fire.
5. Explain why the burner must start up and shut down in low 'fire. #

6. Explain' why modulating, pressure-irol should be set to keep burner
periods longer than off period..

7. Explain spauling.
8. Discuss limitation.of on, and off controls.

SUMMARIZE:
_ 1. Purpose of combustion controls

.

firing

2. Reason for siphon, and how to install.a siphon.

TESTING:

2.

Why must siphons be used?
How must siphons be installed?

Complete Assignment 9-D4 in Related Science Manual-2.

'h



to

Oil Controls Assignment .,9-D-2

OBJECTIVES:
.

.1. Be able to explain thepurpOse4nd funetion of a temperature regulator.
,2. Be able to explain,the purpose and funCtion or a pressure regulator.
3,Bc able-to-e-xplain-the--purpose dud-function-o-f---a-pressure-safety--relie yalve.

1:77Bli-Ckboard..-
. .

.
2. Cutaway models

rbr..

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain the purposeof a temperature regulator in a fuel oil system;
2. Explain how the tempetature regulator functions,
3. 'Explain the purpose of a pressure regulator in- a fuel oil system.
4. Explain how the pressure regulatot functions.
5. Explain the importance of the safety relief valves in the system.
6. Eipliiii-hOw the safety relief.valves function.

, 7. 'Show 'the cutaways and explain hOw each-control functions.
\

SUMMARIZE:
I. Purpose and function of: )'

a.. Pressure regulator
b. Temperature regulator.
ç. Safeiy relief valve

TESTING:
1: Discuss the purpose of each valve.
2. Discuss how iach valve functions.

SIGNMENT:
"- Complete Assignment.9-D-2.in Reiated Science Manuali-72

J l
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Programer

OBJECTIVES:'
1. Be able to describe the purpose of a programer.
2. Be able to ?1:escribe how a programer works.

1. Overhead projector
2. Transparencies of figures 9-D-3-1, 9-D73-2, an
3. Chassis of fireye

PROCEDUR.E: -
1 Discuss purpose Of programer.

- 2. Using transparencies and fireye chass point Put location of cam assenibly,
.show contacts fotind-on'the 5 cams, aM show location,on chassis..

. Discuss flaine relay;',master relay, lockout i'vitch, and 'locate each.
,Using transparencrof PrOgr4ming sequence, turn timer' by hand on chassis.
Point out what is kappening in sequence and what 'contacts and relays are
being affected. ,-

SUMMARIZE:
-

I..' Purpose ofprogramer
2. Importance of' knowing what

TESTING:
1. Why is it imporiant for mi.-operator to 'know the prpgraming sequenee and

the time faCtors involvedin the plant?

ASSIGNMENT: -'
Complete Assignmenf 9i)-3 in Related .Seience Manual-2.

109
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:

Combustion Chemisiiy

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able to explain the basic principles of comb,

equations.
ion .and the combustion

I. PROCEDURE:

1., Explain the cheMical composition ot the commelirCial fuels: nitrogen, oxygen,
carbon, sulphur, and hydrogen.

2. -"Explain the cornposition of air: 'nitrogen; oxygen, Mert
dioxide, and water vapor. .

Show with the ,use of chemical equations how oxige
with carbon, hydrogen,.and sulphur in the fuel)

. Explain what the end products of combustiod are and how they an affect
our envirOnment. 11-\

SUMMARIZE:
1. Show and explaineach equtiort: .

TESTING:
1. What is combustion?
2. 'What does, air contain?
3. What' elements do we find M a commercial fuel?

C+02-T-02 tHeitt
2C+021+2C0+Heat
2C0+02-42C0 2 4H4t,
2H2 +02 -4.2H2 0 ifleax
S+C i-).W 2 +Het

ASSIGNMENT:.

Complete Assignment '10-A-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

g.

4

1 10

um:



Types`of Combustion , Assignment 10-B-1

OBJECTIVES: /
. ,

1. Be able to:describe the types of coml;ustion taking place in the furnace of a
_ boiler. /

, .1Z,,,
2. Be able'to describe why ic is necesa4 to be able tocontrol the combtiitiim

AIDS:

process.

. Blackboard..

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain what is meant /I

a. Primary air
b. Secondary air
c: Excess air
Show the air flo4i on a rotary .cup burner.
ShiSw the air ow on a combination oil and gas burner.
Show the ow on a pulverized coal burgei.
Discuss pe ect, complete, and incomplete combustion.
Discuss t e air pollution cOde and how it will affect the operators otresidual
fuel oil qtiipmegt.

SUMMARIZE:

ect, complete, and incomplete combustion
imary, secondary and excess air

TESTING:
/1. Why can't perfect combUstion take place in a' boiler?

/ 2. What does priniary air control?
.3. What does secondary air control?
4. What are the results of using more excess air than is needed?

ASSIGN ENT:
mplete Assignment 10-B-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

--------------------------------------
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Process of Combustion

DBJECITVES:
1. -Be able to explain the.combustion process.

Be able to explain what is needed for complete
coal.

PROCEDUR.§:
1. Review chemicartheory of combustio
21 Define:

a. priMary air
b. Secondary air

. Excess air ,

"d. Perfect comliustion
e. Complete comblistion
f. Incomplete combustion
Explain M A - T in 'detail:

. Explain what is meant by ratio of
during changes in firing rate.
Explain why it is iniport
each othe ,

c.. Explain whrnmbustion mus completed in'combustion chamber.
Discuss the actual 'burning of these fuels tinder industrial conditions: Co
gas, and od.

ring air and' oil in intimate contact with

. SUMMARIZE:
1. Mixture, atomization, temperatiire, and time.

TESTING:
1. , In detail, how ix coal burned?
2. In detail, how is oil bu-rned?
3. In detail, how is4admitned?

ASSIGNMENT:

Cotiaplete Assignment ,10-C-1 in Related Science Manual,-.2.

112



Combustion das Analyxers a

OBJECTIVES:
1. '.I3e able to explain the purpose of coMbustion gas analyzers. .

2. Be able to eXplain hOw a .cgmErus0P4 gas ialyzer fUnCrions:

AIDS:
4. Gas analyiers.'

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss thtermS:,

a. Perfect com ustidn
b.- -Complete ombuion

IncomPlete combjistioi
.d. Co2,00,02
Explain die..purpose.of .a."'ias. analysis.

. 'Explain 'how to deterrnine- tge ithount
.tisua.fyrite analyzer.

In-how an orsat analyzer is used: Start with a 100 cc:sample.
yze the results and discuis hoW they can be use ..

: .

SUMMARIE:
.,Eunctilbn of' the fyrite

2. -Function'Of the orsit
Interpretation ti( results 1

'TESTING:
1. Why &other with gas analysis?
2. tioW are CO2, 02 and CO readings obtained?

ASSIGNMENT:
, .

Complete
,

Assignment. ,104:1-1 in Related Science Manual .
'



Excess Air culationS. Assignment 11Y-D-M1

OITJECTIVES: : .1

I I. Be able; to use the result7 from a flue gas analysis.
2. Be able to calcu1a.,6 for excess ;is Used in she combustion process:
3. Be able to detei e -die correct amount of excess air ici-have when burning,

cpal, oi1, or gas. \

' DS:
. Blackliciara'

PROCEDURE: /
1.1. Discuss the r sults'found from a fine gas anilysis.
2, Show and e plain the purpose of the fOrmula.

. /

,

ofip

027-34C0
Excess Air = .263N2-1-1/2C0 02

solVe these sample prob ems.

CO2 O CO 1,-

a. 12.6 3.7 2.3
,

1,3 2 , 5.8 CO, 1

4.
\\) ,

Expl in the' amount of excess qir needed for coal; oil, and gas.

2

/
'SUMMARIZE!

Th.setgi,Ip and solving.of ptoblems-to find excess air.
; .c, , , ,

!
tEsTINIC: .

.
. / . .. .

.r.owmuch excess air sloes it take-to obtain completecombustion
...

- ave each student solve the fiAloWIng prlibleM:for. excess air: ,. I .

. .

CO2 _ CO N2

12% 5 2%. 81%

ASSIGN ENT:"
4.

Complete Assignment .1.0.4D-1M in Related Science Manpar-2.
. .

,

1174'
.1;

;.\'!-

,
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.^

Combukion of Oil, Coal, and'Gas ment 10-E-1..

OBJECTIVES:
,.1. Be able to describe .hoW the 'clomby

furnace,
Be able to describe hOw the c
furnace'.

3. Be able to describe ht
furnace.

AIDS:
1. Blackboard

ROCEDURE:
1. Explain
2., Explain
3. Explain,
4. Explain
5. Discuss

on of oil takes-place ih a steain boiler

bustion bf coal takes place M a ste o e

he cprnbustion cif gas fakes place in a slearn boiler "--

'how oil and air are introduced and burned-in a steam boiler furniace.
how coal.is burned on,a grate.(Soft,..and hard coa/)
how coal is bugged in suspension.

-how gas is burped in a'steani. boiler furnace. 1-
. - .

furnaceflume in relation to good combustion-of oil, coal, and 'gas.\

S&MARIZE: 1
1. Burning -oil

Burning,clOal
. Burning gas.

TESTING:

2.
Why ,are.gas and 'oil easierto bur.n than coal?
Whai is the basic difference between bürning hard coal and soft"Co ?

ASSIGNMENT:.

domplete Assignment 10-E-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

15
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FiiniCe 'Volume Assignment 10-E-2

OBJECTIVES:
04. Be able to describe the importance

; 7

combustion.
,.': 'Be ,ible .to .determine the.,/..,imounk of furnkce

%. °boiler /utouip..
.

/

of the pioper furnace volume o

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain the importance

combustion.
2. Explain, what is meant b

. Discuss the amount of.f

r a. Oil'

b. Co

. Gas ,,

'SUMMARIZE:*

Stokers
Pulverizers

1. Furnace vOlu*e for oil

volume needed for a given

having ,sufficiene fUrnace volume to com lete

heat relea-se and hOw it':affects furhaCe voluin
'tace vOlume needed foe:

9V.
.75 - 1 h

4-4"F.

a

10 517iN2

2.. Furriace`voie-for coal
3. Furnaee.voltilue or gas

1.;

;

TESTING::

. 1. How does turrioce vokume attect.combustion?
2. Discuss fuinace' o ume needed for variolis fuels.

>2'1_

*ASSIGNMENT: .

Complete Assignment 10-E-2 in Related Science Manual-2.

116
,
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s .

Pounds of Air.Per Pound-of Fuel j'Assnment 10-E-3

,
QBJECTIVEg:

.
1. Be able to calculate the theoietical amoUnt§ of -air needed perspound of fuel.

. , -
2. able to calculate the theoretical amounts of oxygen per potind of fuel.

,

AIDS: .

'

PROCE

.13 a oard

Explain what is meant by ultimate an'alysis..
2. Explain the for/mula for finding the theoretical amounts of air needed.

. Solve sample problerhi for:
a. Theoretical amount of lbs air/lbs.' fuel.
b, TheoretiCal amount ot lbs. 02/ lbs. fuel -

c., Using -20% excess azr fmd the 'aCtual air required.
Find the oxygen needed in part for 3c above.

S MM4kIZE:
1. Ultimate analysis

- Z. Formula for lbisvair/lbs. fuel.

STING
1. ,Flavg students solve sample Trobkms.

ASSIGNMENT:

'Complete Assignment 10-E-3 in Related cienc
"!'i

cJ

1. 13'
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Pounds of SteamFer .Unit of Fuel Assignment 10-E-4

OBJECTIVES: -

Be able to calculate the pounds of steam generated, per unit of fuel.
2. Be able to explain the purpose for calculating the pounds of steam per unit

of fuel.
3. Be able 'to explain' the reasons for maintairiing a running record of the

gounds of steam generate& per unit of fuel.-

AIDS:
-^ 1. Blackboar

PROCEDURE:
-.1. Explain the reasons for maintaining operating records for all steam generating

equipment.
-Discuss the purpose of calculating thepounds of steam generated,per pound

. Show and explain how to calculate the poun s of steam per unit of fuel for
coal, oil-, and gas.

:' Discuss overall .boiler performance relating to .pounds of steam generated
compared with the fuel usetr.'

SUMMARIZEI
1. Daily records .

2. Boiler performance

TESTING:
1. What factors could affect the steam generating performance of a boilei?
2. How could you fmd the evaporation of steam per pound of fuel% a steam

plant/

° ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment'10-E-4 in Related Science Manual-2.

a...



Differential Pressure Flowmeter '

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe how a differential pressure.floirMeter functions.
2.1 Be able to de-scribe how a differential pressure flowmeter isconst

Assignment 11-A-I

Blackboard
Transparency of meter

. Ovirhead projector

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain where differential flowmeters are used. .

2. .Explain the methods that are uied to measure flow.
Pain how the differential pressure is transmitted and then eonverted

f flow.

h transparency, explain.how the complete meter functions. ,

SUMMAR ZE:

fit ::BOilerroom uses Of differential flowmeter
How differential flOwmeter functions

..

. Where are. these rneters used?
2. How do they work?
3. What useful purpose do they serve?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignrhent 11-A-1 in Related ience Manual-2.

-14 ,9



Positi;eDisplacement and Variible Area Flo *meters

OB.NCTIVES: - '

. 1. Be able to explain- how a positive displacement flowmetei functions.
. Be able to describg the baiic *construction of a positive displacement

flowmeter. ,

3. Be able to explain how a variable rea flowmeter functions.
4. Be able to describe the basic constlruction of a 'variable area flowmeter. '

1. Blackboard
2. Overhead projector

TransRrencies of meters

PROCED RE:
1. Explain where positive displacement flowmeters are
2. Explain witete variable atea,flowineters are used.
3. Eiplainhow each functions:

a\ Positive' displacement
Rotameter

c. Area meth,'
Disc ss why the pregsure differential is constant in-The variable hie"a Meter.

5. Explain why these meters are calibrated fckr the fluid they 'are going, to
measUre.

6.. Using the transparencies, discuss how 'each' flowmetet functions.

use

SUMMARIZP:
1: The function of:

a. Variable area meters
b. Positive displacement meters

TESTING:
1. Where are these flowmeters used?
2. For what fluids are They used?
3. How does eaebtype of. rneter function?

ASSIGNMENT:'

Complete Assignment 1-A-2 ig Related Science Manual:-2.
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Draft Gages

. .

'ment 11-EX1.

. OBJECTIVES:

AIDS:

1. Be able to &plain how a draft gage 'is Constructe
2. Be able to explain how a draft gage functions.

. , L
Overhead projectot
TransparencieS of draft gages

PROCEDURE:

.

1. Explain what draft, is.
2. Discuss the various pOints from ich draft is measured.
3. Explain how draft gages ire Constrticted. .

". Using the transparencies, explain how eaCh draft gage functions.

SUMMARIZE:
. Conitruction.of draft gages

How draft gag4'function.

TESTING:
1. What is draft?
2. How is draft measured?
3. What instruments are used to measure,draft?

SSIGNMpT:
Complete Assignment 11-B-1 in Related Science Manual

e

1 2 1
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Draft Pres Sure tonversions Assignment 11-B-1-M1

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able to convert inches of draft pressure to pounds per square inch.

AIDS:
1. Blackboard

a

PROCEDURE;
1. Discuss the importance of being able to convert from inches of water coluinn

to pounds per-square inch.
Ezft) lain hop/ to convert from inches of water t
Solve two sample problems.

SOMMARIZE: °

-Reviqw thefsaMple problems.
. p

TESTING a
a

1. Have.students.solVe a conversion problem.

AS:SIGNMENT: .

Complete Assignment 11-B-1-M1 in Related Science Mant41=
!..

1 22
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4 7

: 3.1

Therthocouple Assignment 11-C-

b-B-j,e-kI9Es.
Be able to explain boi; ihermocoUples work.

-f 2. Be able td list the uses of thermocouples in steart generating plants.,

AIDS:

2. Transparencies of thermocouples

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain how the thermocouple w
2. Using*the traUsgarencies, ex

or recorder neeM.e.
. Explain where germocouples are
. Explain . the purpose of.-s:using

generating plant.

orks.
how the electriCal current inovei the

usect-in steam,senerating plants.
thermocouples in and around the steam

SUMMARIZE:
1: How thermocouples, work.

Where thermocotiples-are :used.
. Purpose of thermocouples.,

Discuss with students:
. How a thermocouple works.

Where thermocouples are used.
Purpon.of thermocouples.

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment.11-C-1 in Related Science Manual-2.



.

RecOrders Assiktiment 11-b-1

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to explain the parps,,)se_gfAtorders.
2. Be able to explainflow,to use the data from a recorder.

.

BlaabOard:

PROCEbURE:
1.. -Explain purpose of iecorders.
2. Explain types of recorders.
3. Discuss boderroom reborders.
4. Explain how high efficiency, is maintained by tis

SUMMARIZE: IF 1.

1. Purpose and types of recorders
2. Boilerroom recorders and use of date

TESTING:
1. Where are recorders used?
2. What is the ptirpose of axecorde.t?

How are recorders used in 'iteamtlants?

ASSIGNMENT:

CoMplete Assignmeni 117D-1 in Related Science M 2.

cordeti.v
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Smok-elndicator.
.-

OBJECTIVES: .

. . 1. Be able to explain4he purposer'of"wirnoSindicating'deyice:
h - -k2. _ Bc a e' to escri e ow t e smo e ic ing evice wor..s.

AIDS:

erlieacl projectcir.

chartS and phOtOelectric type indicator:'
. .

. .

'PROCEDURE:
, , -

;Explain...the New ersiy,Code on air 'pollution::
2.- Explain:the purpo, 'and how to use the Ringelmann charts.

-ShoW the photoelearic-type,:of indicator'and -name all of its parts:,
4.. 'Explain -ho* ihe -photoelectric type works.-

,

5. EXplain the value ot na;ing a _continuous strip chart to -measure smoke
density.

SUMMAgIZE:
- Ringelmann 'charts

..
. Function of p

TESTING:
1: Why worry about smoke?
2. Why:are the Ririgihiann charts Important? ,

3. How does a photoelectric unit operaie?

ectric unit.

ASSIGNMENT:

CoMplete Assignment 117E-1 in kelated Science Manual-- .

116'
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1. Be able to explain the4uhdarrientAs of the chemistry of boiler water.
2. Be able_to define the hasic_terminolog*--used-in-boiler-water-chemistry.

AIDS:

. Cutaways of scale on a tube and corrosion on a tube.

PROCEDyRE::. ,
..1. Gerierl discussion of all possible sources of water,, ,

2.. Discuss possible impurities in each source of supply.
3. Explain steani boiler water needs. .

. . Discuss.the results of improper boiler water treatment. .
Explain; the importance of knowing the correct terminology when discussihg

,

boiler water., treatment. -

SU RIZE:
. Implirities in water
- Effect on a steam boiler

raming'of terms

TESTING:.
.1. Name the sources of water.
2. What inipurities do they cOntain?
3. 'What conditions can this cause in a steam boiler?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 11-E-1-in Related Science Manual-2.

126
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V,

Dangers of Neglec in

OBJECTI,VXS:r f:- .,)
be Be, IYIE-t escribthe dañget uf: kcthg proptir 13-6-ilerwater-crintlitioning.

F./?,
?

iler Water Treatment Assignment 12-A-2
41

PR E

cr.

;1+

C.

s df boiler failures from uiipection companies.

, 1 °

scussi dile-Clanger from each fco'll ndition:

Ca c embrittlement
c formation ik-

sion

. Cairyover
Explain the A.S.M.E. Code id respect to boilewater ccinditioning.
Explain that prevention would have been far easier than the
rneasufes after damage has occurred.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Danger of each condition.

TESTING:
L General discussion of student reaction

operators of the boiler.

corrective

these dangers if they were

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 12-A-2 in Related Science Manual .

---Pro
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frA2."

Internal Chemical Treatment AssignmentA - 1

OBJECTIVZ .
.

1. Be able to explain how. boiler water is chemically treated to maintain a
° prokr-balance--of-chemieals.

AIDS:

1.*Blaalrard:

1'
'. L. Explain how `to chemically.treat a steam boiler, for scale-forming salts.

2. Explain how to pre-Vent corrosion in a steam boiler.
z 3.' Explain how tO control or prevent cauitic embritdement.

/4. Explain hot to control carryOver.-
.. 5. IShOCV ariMkplain the chemical reaction's that are taking place" in °boiler

h f
Water.' 43

sQ-

SUMMARIZE:
.

1. Maintaining correct chemical balance in the steam boiler. ,

TESTING: fa.

,Mhat conditions are we trying to contiONn a steam boiler?
. How do we-control these conditions?

ASSIGNMEI4T:

Complete Assignmeni 1213-1 jn.Relate4 Science Manual-2.



External Chemical Treitment Assiknment 12-B-2

OBJECTIVES:

AI S:

1. Be ,able to describe the basic types of systems that are used far external
treatment of boiler water.

1. Blackboard
.

PROCEDURE: t,

los

7

t 1. Name the basic water softening systems.
2. EXplain the cold soda-linr process.

Explain the hot socli-lime process..
. Explain the ion exchange or zeolite process.

5. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each system.
6. Explain the purpose of protecting the steam lOiler even when using softened'

,

water.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Types of sOftener,

Function of eacht

TESTING:
Nanie the softening systems'in use "today...
General discussion of the function of each type:,

'II

ASSIGNMENT: 4 .

Complete Assignment 12-B-2 in Related Science 'Manual-2.

129
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Methods of Chemical Controri

OBJECTIVES: or
°

1.. Be able to explain h0w ta maintain a 1)-1.0

2. Be able to explain }IOW to cóntroLth&tata

Assignment 12-C-1.

PI

URE:

Explain how an alkalinitY test is taken and what it determines.
Explain hoW to increase akalinity in a boiler.
Explain how to take a comparison lest for phosphates and what to do if you-
h'ave a low reading.

xplain how a sulphite determination is done, and how to add sodium,
s lphite when it is low.

plain how to fmd.the total 'solids present in the water, and how to blow
do n-the boiler.

iin surface blow to control surface film to iethice surface tensiOn.
Expl 'n the batch method compared with continuous feeding of chemicals
into a boiler.

,

Expla' that Ivel of chemicals and tOtal solids are determined by
pressur emperature within ithe_vessel.

SUMMARIZE:

Testing.bo er water
'2., *Ming che ic als

. \Control of sOlids,
#

TESTING:
rr ;

. '

1. What tests are taken on boiler water?
'2. How is the chemical level maintained?
3. ,.WItat -are total solids? Where do they come froni?,

are tbtal-solids'c-biltralle4?` .
rr.l

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete, Assignment 12-C-1 in Related .Science Manual-2.



.1,

Blowdown Tank

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able 'to explahi_the_purposo.of a blowdown tank.

,

2. Be able to locate the blowdowil tank in the school.plant.

, )
1. Overhead proje.ctor
2-.--Transparency cff-blowdownta-nk

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss the Puipose of.a blowdown tank.
2. Explain why it is ikatea betWein the boiler and the sewer system. ,

. 'Using'the transpirency, explain how the blowdown tank functiods. Name all
of the parts.,

SUMMARIZE:
1. ,Reasons for blowing down
2, Purpose of_tank
3. 'How it works

:TESTING: ,
1. Why can't we connect the blowdown link to the'sewer system?
2. What is the purpose of the tanks?
3: How does thf tank fun.ctiOn?

ASSI NMENT: ,

Complete Assignment in Related ence Manual

_,,,,,,,gtuate,
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Coinpressed Air System Assignment 13-A-1

OBJECTIVES:

'AIDS:

1. Be able to explain the terminology 'and uses of compressed air.
2. Be able to explain the principles of operation of a compressed air
3. Be able to .explain the A.S.M.E. Code requirements.

1. Overhead projector
-,-Transparenties on types-of-compressors

PROCEDURE:
1. biscuss uses of compressed air.
2. Discuss reciprocating and centrifugal,types.
3. Discuss type of compressor requiring utnication and dangprs involved.
4. Discuss:

a. Free air
b. Capacity
c. Piston displacement
d. Displacement per Minute

. Using transparencies, discuss types of compressors.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Uses

. Dangers such Is oil,.etc. .

TESTING:
. 'When figuring piston displacdment-iper cubic foot per minute in multistage

compressor, do you use a high:piessure cylinder, a low-pressure cylinder, or
both? Explain.

ASSIGNMENT:-

Complete Assignment 11A-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

132
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Basic Coppressed Air System

5,4;t04:.

kOBJECTIVES:
1. BP able-to-identify-the-parts-of-a-compressed-air-system.

AIDS:

2. Be able to describe a compressed air cycle.

. Overhead-
2. Transparency of air compressor showing components.

PROCEDURE:,

Assignm(nt 13-B-1

1. Using transparency, discuss air cycle. Start at air intake and end, at ir
receiver. \

2. Explain the purpose of each component found in the system.
3. Explain why synchronous mot6rs must start under no4oad conditions.
4. Discuss the piston speed limitations of reciprocating compressors.,),,
5. Explain the need for cooling water in the system.
6. Explain what is meant by a coded tank.
17; DisCuss why receivers must be inspected and by whom.

0 SUMMARIZE:
1. Need for clean filtered air.

Air cycle

TESTING: .

1. What would happen if you tried to start a synchropous motctr driven
compressor under load?

ASSIGNMENT:
- Complete Assignment 1-3.13-rin

133
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Compressor ,CaPacity

0 JECTIVE:._
1. Be able tso calculate the capacity of an air compressor.

Assignment 13-B-1-M1
,

AIDS:
1. Blackboard.

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain-the-factors-that can-affecrthe-capatity-of-airair-compregn:
2. Explain effliiency, and discuss the factors that affect
3. Review Boyle's Law of Pressure and Volume (constant temperature).
4. Show and explain how to derive the formula:

from
4,

fCubic Feet/MM

Pl.V1

15 X Ad X Ls X

P2V 2

P2

-

Show and explarn twb saMple problems. Use the fol.:twin yalurs:

10" X 12" double acting machine running at 300 r.p.m. and,
discharging at 90 ps.i.

16'-' X 14" double acting machine ;1inning at 200' t.p,rn. and
discharging at 75 p.s.i.

SUMMARIZE:
1. The formula:

1

Cubic Feet/ Min 15 X Ac X Ls N

. f44
146. Solving the sample problems

'-TESTINGF
1. Have the class do two air capacity problems, and discuss the results in class:

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 13-B-1-M1 in_Related Science_Manual-
,E



pressor Operation

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to'stary and stop a two-stage com*Preisor .

determine_whit_air_compressor,readings_shoul&-betaketiand'
recorded.

AIDS:
1. Overhead projector
2. Transparency 13-C-14

PROCEDURE: *

1'. Discuss why compressors must start up cn No-Load; -
2. UOng transparency review start up,,piocedure.

-3., Discuss the shut down prOcedure. ,4

4. Explain the importance of hourly readings,
5. Discuss the machine "Trip Out". if it is started under load.

5..

*

SUMMARIZE:
1. Start up
2. Shut down

TESTING:
1. Can the compressor be started up under load?.

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 13-C-1 in Related Science Manual2-2.



Routine Compressor Maintenance

OBJECTIVE:
S.

1. Be able to describe the required maintenance for air compre s.

AIDS:
. Blackboard

PROCEDURE: , v

1. Using the blackboard, discuss manufacturer's recommendations on. first 5_
hours, first 200 hours, and every 4000 hours.

.41Show how to set up a maintenance schedule.

. Discuss need for clean air.
4., Explain importancii of oil change and reason for special high flash oil .

I

SUMMARIZE:
. .1. Preirentative maintenance is better than repair mainte"nance.

TESTING:
1: Why is a maiwance schedule iniportint?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment13-D-1 in Related Science Manual .

.ts
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Electrical Safety Piactices Assignment 14,A-1

OBJECTIVE:
1. Be able to explain the safety practices and procedurei to follow when

working with electrical equipment.

AIDS:
. Shop electrical safety list

--N.

OROCEDURE:
1. Discuis the uses of electricity in the modern plant.
2. Discuss each rule and regulation on the electrical safety list.

Exgain how accidents can ,be prevented by pacticirig-safeSY

SUMMARIZE:
. All rules and regulations on safety list.

TESTING:
1. List as many safety rules as you can.
.2. What are the Main causes of elictTical -accidents? .

ASSIGNMENT:
Complete Assignment 14-A-1 in Related. Science Manual

11.
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Review of Basic Fungiamentáls of Electricity

OBJECTIVES: . ,.
1 1. . Be ;able -to defme voltage, amperage, Ohni, wattage,

alternating current., I

. Ohm's Law .

. Electrical pOwer

AIDS:
J. Blackboaid

PROCEDURE: /
I. Review basic terms:

a. Volt.
b. Ampere
c. Ohm
d. Watt
e D.C. and A.C.

Assigmr;ent .14-B-1

direct, current, and

,2. Explain Ohtns Law -for the reldtionship between voltage, resistance; and
current in a D.0 sixcuit.

3. Show 'and ex`plafn the equation:
' E=IXR

ShOW how to use Ohm's Law by doing a sample problem.
,

electrical power m terms of
Watts = Voltage X Amperage

Show how to combine the two equations:
E = IR and W = EI

SWow how to calculate total power in a ircuit. Solve at least
Show how to convert watts to kilowatts.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Terms: volt, amp, ohm, watt .Canir D.C.
2. Ohm's Law and a problem using Qhm's ,Law.
3. Formulas for power:

Ex
W E X; I,

4. Solve power problems. --
--

TESTING:
1. Discuss electrical termsrvolt, amp, ohm, watt, A.e.7and D.C.
2. Abat is Ohm'4 Law, and where is it' used?

.3. Have students set up a problem that can be solved with Ohm's Law.

138.



4
, 4. How can the power in in electrical circuit be found?

5.. Discuss the formulas that can be used to find power.
6. Have the students solve a power problem.

4
ASSIGNMBNT: 111.

%,

e

Complete "Assignment 14-B-1 in Related Scienee Manual-2.

3
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Review of Electrical Circuits

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able tidehtifyelectricá1circuits.
2. Ee able io solve problems in Series, parallel, and series-parallel circuits for

voltage, amperage, and resistance.
. Be able to solve'problems for total power in a circuit.

Blackboard:.'

PROCEDURE:
1. Show a series circuit, and explain 'that the current

the circuit:
Explain that the, current is dependent upon the tbtal resistance, and shiiW..
how to calculate' the. cirrent in.the circuit. 9

Show that the sUm of the voltageacross each cregistor is equal to the applied
voltage in a series circuit.
S ow a parallel circuit, and explain that the voltage 'is the same across each
branch.
Explain that the current in eick branch of the circuit is dePendent upon the

,

resistance and voltage in that branch.
Eiplain that the total current equIs the sum of the hranchCUrrents.
Show how to, imdithe total resistance in a parallel.circuit.
Shbw a sews-parallel circuit, and explain that it must be broken up into

is the same throughOut

si4ler serieS of parallel Circuits for problem solving.,
9: Explain how power is calculated in an electrical circuit..

10. Set up and solve two seriesparallel problems for resistance, current, voltage,
and power.

SUMMARIZE:
1. Series circuits
2. Parallel CircUits
3. Series-parallel circuits
4. Solution,of problems in each of the above circuits

TESTING:
1. How do you find the total resistance in a Series, parallel, and series-parallel

circuit?
2. How do you find the .current in a seriei, paiallel; and series-parallel circuit?
3. Ho* can the. power Used in a cirCuit be determined?

rF ASSIGNMENT:.

Complete Assignment 14-B-2 in Related Science Manual-2.
140
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"si 5Basic BurnerControl-Circuit Assignment 14-B-3

OBJECTIVES:

Be able to describe how the pressure-trol, aquastat, and low water cutoff are?'
connected in the burner control circuit.

AIDS:

Blackboard
Cutaway models of pressure-trol
Aquastat and low water cutoff

PROCEDURE;
. Explain the function of t e following 'controls:

a. PreSsure-trol
b:' Aqn,astat
c. Low water cutoff
Show- the CS/away- models, and explain h iv the wiring conifeations
made.

.3. Show a line drawing of how the controls Will be wired together eld
Explain the purpose of the transformer and jow it protects 1.4h4 e s
Explain briefly how the coil operates the relly for-burner, ciruIt

SUMMARIZE:
1. The basic circuit
2: How it functions
3. The safm of_these cOntro

TESTING:
1. What is the purpose of the pressure-trol, aquastat, and the low water cutoff?
2. "How is the basic control circuit of a burner wired?
3. From where is the power for the circuit taken?
4: What does the relay coil do?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 14-B-3 in Related Science Manua1-2.

4
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I.

/Starters, Relays an
-%

witches Assigninent 14-C-1

OBJECTIVES:
. 1. Be able

2.. kable

AIDS:

to explain the purpbse Of startirs,
to explain haw the starters and rela

Overhead projector ,

Transparencies of rel4ys, starters, and switches._

PROCEDUR,E:
1. Explain what a relay is and how, it functions:

. Explain that_ relays are made for many functions and may have'one or more
pair-S of conticts.
Explain what starters are including overload 'protection,:

_
Using a line drawing, show a simple starter circuit.
Discuss .the purpose and types of manual and automatic sWitches. Use
examples from:pciwer.plants.

. Discuss the transparencie's. of relays, starters,
funetion.of each?

1nd switches.
eion.

1...Rurpose and function of relays
2. Purpose and, function'of starters

Piirp-ose and function of switches

and switches. What is ihe

TESTING:
1. How does a relay work?
2. What are the types of relays?.
3. How does_a starter work?
4. What can a stiller control?
5.. Name some of the 'different types

ASSIGNMENT:' ,

,01 Complete AssignMent J.4-C-1 in Related Science Manual-2.

of switches.

142
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'Fuses, Breakers:, and Heaters Assignment 14-C-2

otyggr.rVE:.,
19 Be able to eiplain the purpose of films, breakers, and heaters.

Be,able to explain how fuses, breakers;. and heaters function.

AIDS.
. 1 Fuses, circuit breaker, and a relay .with heaters

Pii.QCEDPRE:

1. 'Explain the purpose of fuses, circuit breakers and heaters.
.

2.1.EXplain where fuses, circuit breakers, and heaters are used.
3.- Explaiifthe funCtions of fuses, circuit breakers, and heaters.

. 4, Discuss the importance of using the correct die for a given circfit.
. Discuss-the advantages and disadvantages of fuses, breakers, and heaters.. ,

,6. Show studentscthe various fuses, circuit breakers, and heaters.

Qi.4MARI2E:
11 The purpose of fuses, circuit breakers, and heaMrs.

TESTING1

1. Vhere am ftises'used? Why?
d

2° Where are circuit breakers used? Why?
0

3. Where are heaters used? why?
0,

,A;SIGNMENT:

Coniplete AssignMent 14-C-2 in Related 'Science Man-itia1-2.

.1
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Electrical Meters Assignment.,14-D-1

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to describe fife types of basic electrical meters.
2. Be able io explain the uies of liasic electrical meters.

AIDS:t
.. Voltmeter, ohmmeter, ammeter, and megger..

PROtEDURE:
1. Sho* and explain the various
2. Explain how each one is used

pes of elettrical meters available.

3. Discuis trouble shootingwith leCtriOal meters.
4.' Stress the need to understand the use of a metee'be ore you use it to-

prevent daMage and extensive repairs.
5 Explain the need for caution when working on live electrical eqUipment.

SUMMARIZE: -1
1. Types of meters
2. How to use each type

TESTING:
1. Name each type of meter discussed.
2. For what is type of meter used?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete. A,ssignment 14-D-1 in Related Science Manual-2. .

14 4
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Review of Fire 's Duties and Res.onsibilities Assi

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be ble-to take over a shift.
2. Be able to perform the routine duties of a boiler operator.

AIDS:
. Blackboard

ROCEDU

1

f
, E

nment

Discuss the State rules arid regulations for boiler operation.
Discuss the reasons why it is important.to take over a shift properly.
Discuss the procedure on how to take over vboilerroom shift.
Disiuss the reasons why it is important for the student to know the routine
duties of a boiler operator.

ARIZE:
. Review the procedure for taking ov er. a shift and the routine duties of a

boiler operator.

1. Name six things that the boiler operator must do when taking over a shift.
2. Name six things ' that ,the boiler operator is responsible fOr when he

operating a boiler plant.

ASSI6NMENT:
Complete Assignment 15-A-1 in Related Science Manual-2:

is
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I

Boiler,Plant Startup, Shutdown, and LayuP. Assignment 15-A-2

s:,*.
OBJECTIVES:

1. Be able' to describ,e the routine procedure for starting up a boiler plant.
2. Be able to describe the routine procethire for shutting down a boiler plant.
3. , Be able to describe the rontine procedtire for laying up a boiler wet or

dry.

AIDS:

. Blackboard

PR-OCEDURE:
1. Discuss reasons for a thorough plant check,before lighting off.
2. Explain why boiler must be 'carefully inspected.
3. Discus.e reasons for'State or insurance inspection for plants that have ;been .

idle.for over a year.
4. Discuss the suggested startup procedure.,
.5. Discuss suggested shutdown procedure.-

. Stress importance of proper use of drains.
. . Explain reasons for proper layup of,boilers.

8. Discuss reasons for a wet or diy 15.rnp.
9. Explain use of chemicals and the'reasons for their use for layup, eta::,

. Viscuss removal of ash, coal, and soot.

, SUMMARIZE:

!:.jeason for establishing a startup routine.
2. Reason for establishing a shutdown routine.,

TESTING:
1. Who decides how to layup a boiler?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 15-A-2 in Related Science Manual-2.

146
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High and Low Water Condition in a &tiler

.ff

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to handle low water in-a steaiii boiler.
2. Be 'able'. to handle high water in a steam boiler.

0
AIDS:

1. Blackboard

Assignment 15-C-1

f

PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss the danger of a low water condition in. th bOiler;

Discuss the causes of low water, conditions.
Describe the effects to the boiler of a low water condition.
Explain how to prevent a low water condition.
Diseuss the proeedure for hancIng a low water condition.
Discuss the dangers of a high water condition.
Discuss the possible reasons for high.water gonditions.

cuss the procedure forhahdhig high water conditions.
f h b al allQrtance o t e operator mg ert at times.

1. oc Uie'OrAandling lOw water
. .-Procedure on handling high;Warar

TESTING:
1. How do you take care of low water conditicM.
2. How do you tdke care of high water conclisibii?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 15-C-1 in Related Science Manual-2.
1
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OBJECTIVE:
..,'; Be able tolcnOw

. 4 , e -a 2
a re

1
,

1 . BlacltbOard
°

PROCBDURi:.1-

DiscusS flame failure control on A e boiler.
2. Explain how to handle a flame failure on a package boiler.
3. Discuss .what is meant:bi a furnace explosion..
4. 'Explain how to haldle a flaMe failure 'an a large bOilerivithout flame failure

protection. q'

Discuss reasons "for flame failure with oil, gas, and coal.
..

SUMMARIZE: )
1. Danger of-flame failure

How to pre>rent'furnace exploSion

'TESTING: -.
1. Is it necessary to purge a pulverized coal furnace after a flameout.?

Complete Assignment 15-C-2 in. Related Science Manual-2.



Boiler Routine

OBJECTIVES:
1. Be able to explain why 'the fire side and the water side of boilers must be

kept clean..
. 'Be able to explain the necessity of boiler inspection.

Be able to explain the purpose of boiler layup.
Be able to replace boiler gage glass.

Blackboard

PROCEDURE:
1 . Discuss
2. Discuss
3. Explain
4. Discuss
5. Explain
6. Explain

7. Discuss
8. Review
9. Discuss

sulfur anti its effeCts on boiler metal..
the insulating quality of soot .

why scale can,build up. .

formation 'of sludge and sediment .

danger of scale,'Audge, and sediment buildup.

thç law on inspection boiler,:certificates, fines, etc .
how to prepare boiler for inspection. Stress Safety.
basic boiler layup.
changing of gage glass on dead boiler and on live boiler.

1. Propenroutine cleaning and maintenance.means safer and efficient boiler.

TESTING:
1. Who issues boiler certific
2. Where Must they be posted?
3. What fincs are involved?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 16-A-1 in Related Science Manual-2.



OBJECTIVE: r
1. Be able to explain the basic burner routine for rotary cup, air atomizing, and

gas burners.

Overhead projector
Transparencies of..-rotary cup, air atomizing, and gas burnets.

PROCEDURE:

1. Using overhead project4 and transparency of.iotary cup burner; discuss:
a. General maintenance
b. Daily maintenance

3-week maintenance
. ;3-month maintenance

e. Annual maintenance
Using transparency on air atomizing HEV-E-OIL burnee;diicuss\mainten
on:
a. Metering oil pump

Primary air pump
Aii puznp lubrication system,

. Oil air tank
e. Oil -nozzle

. Using transparency on Bryant gas burner, discuss maintenance on:
aJnes tolurner_

b. Pressure regulator .

c. _Pilot lines
d. Ignition electrode

SUMMARIZE:

Ma'intenance will vary with type cif plant equipment. ,

TESTING:
1. Why should all plants develop a planne4 routine schedule of maintenance?

ASSIGNMENT:

Complete Assignment 16-B-1 in Related Science Manual-2.
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Cutaways of several valves.

PROCEDURE: - ,
1. Explain.how the valve fun ions.
2. Explain where.stress t pp in the valve.,
3 Explain .wI iatappens when tootMuch stress is set up in the valve..

- 4. Discus's,xlie e fects of a leaking valve.
5. Explain 'packing and gland servicing.
6. Expl,ain whj; the disc, gate, and seat have to Ix renewed or ground.
7. Explain the reasonA for good serviainig and maintenance.
8. Explain valve service selection.

SUMMAIIE:
1. Function of valves
2. Basic servicing

TESTING:
--- 1. What parts of a valve wear?

2. What would you consider routine service on a valve
3. Why is it important to have all vgves in good condition?.

ASSIGNMENT:

Camplete Assignment 16-C-1 in Related Science Manual-2.
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%nips Msignment-16-C-2
4.

OBJECTIVE: .
41. Be able tb explain basic pump care and service.

-AIDS:
1. Cutaway of a pUmp or transparency of pump

PROCEDURE: . -

1. Show and describe the parts that wear on a pump.
2. Discuss packing and packing'slands versus mechanical Shaft seals.
3. Discuss bearing and bearing Wear.
4. Discuss shaft wear and its effect on packing and pump operation.
5. Explain the purpose and types of lubrication used on pumPs.
6: Discuss the importance of maintaining pump in good operating condition .

SUMMARIZE..
1. packing and seals
2., Bearings
3. Lubrication

TESTING:
at partS wear on a puMp?
at care is giVen to packing glands and mechanical shaft seals?

Discuss bearing 1if on a pump.
'cuss pump lubrication.

ASSIGNMENT: ..
Coxe Assignment 16-C-2 in Related Science Manual-2.
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